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II. School Overview
Created Monday, November 10, 2014
Updated Monday, December 01, 2014

A. Executive Summary

Evaluation Criteria Note: The School Overview section is not separately rated by evaluators. However, the Evaluation Team will
consider each section of the application to assess its alignment with the statements in the School Overview section, as it provides the
foundation for the entire application.

A. Executive Summary

The Executive Summary should provide a concise summary of the following elements: 

1. Mission. A mission describes the fundamental purpose of the school. The proposed school’s
mission statement should:

Describe the core school design components, what the proposed school will accomplish in concrete terms, and what methods it will
use;
Be attainable and consistent with high academic standards;
Reflect the key values that teachers, administrators, and students know and support;
Be concise and clearly describe the proposed school’s purpose for the entire school community, external stakeholders, and individuals
who may not be familiar with the proposed school; and
Be able to operationalize and guide the work and school culture.

Accelerated Learning Laboratory /Hawaii (ALL) shall demonstrate that children exhibit astonishing academic performance when a
comprehensive curriculum is coupled with pedagogy directed by current research on human learning. ALL’s educational model shall
demonstrate that curricular design and instructional practices are the predominant factors influencing academic performance, rather
than ethnicity, culture, social status, economic privilege, or gender. ALL shall confirm that ALL children exhibit unique cognitive and
creative gifts when their innate talents are nurtured in a challenging, supportive, and civil environment. ALL shall introduce a 21st
Century educational growth model in which learning outcomes exceed those of previous instructional systems.

2. Vision.  The vision statement describes the proposed school’s highest priorities and long-term
goals, identifying what will be accomplished when the school is successful in executing its
mission over the long term.  The vision statement should explain what success looks like in
terms of students’ life outcomes and the impact on the community and society.  A vision
statement is a broad, powerful goal whose scope is bigger than daily activities and should
indicate the school’s valued measures of success.

ALL-Hawaii shall: provide educational choice to families interested in gaining access to advanced teaching methodology; challenging
curricula; gifted level instruction; and remove the ‘ceiling-effects’ that restrict the performance of high achieving students. ALL shall
provide students and their families with access to the best K-12 education this nation has to offer. ALL in Tucson, Arizona has been
ranked by the Washington Post as one of the highest performing schools in the nation; ranked by the Arizona Department of Education
as an “A” school, and designated a “Title I High Performance Reward School.” ALL-Tucson has a 100% graduation rate and its
graduates attend many of the highest ranked universities in the world. ALL-Hawaii expects to bring similar distinction to the
educational community in Hawaii within its first five years of operation and heretofore unavailable educational opportunity to students
and their families the first year of operation. 

3. Geographic Location. Briefly describe the geographic location and, if known, the address of
the facility the proposed school plans to use.
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ALL-Hawaii will be located in the general area of Kapolei/Ewa Beach, the fastest growing region in the state of Hawaii and Oahu's
second largest urban center. Kapolei and Ewa Beach's population is a mix of ethnicities. Three developments will bring about 18,000
new affordable homes into the area. Although new schools are in the plan, the infrastructure will still remain insufficient to support the
educational needs of this rapid growth. The schools that exist currently are near capacity. Kapolei and Ewa Beach does not have any
private or college preparatory schools in the area. Having ALL-Hawaii in Kapolei and Ewa Beach will enable families who value
education and want their children to attend college the opportunity to achieve that without a long commute or high priced private
schools. ALL-Hawaii's address is yet to be determined; however ALL-Hawaii expects its campus to be located within the boundaries
of a large development in or near Kapolei. 

4. Anticipated Student Population. Briefly describe the anticipated student population,
including, the geographic area(s) that the proposed school plans to serve, students’ anticipated
educational needs, and the non-academic challenges the proposed school is likely to encounter.

ALL-Hawaii anticipated population / percentage of total population: 43% qualifying for free and reduced lunch; 32% performing
below grade level; 5% gifted; 14% IEP; 13% ELL; <2% Homeless; (HCY), 18% At risk of dropping out (some students will likely fall
into multiple categories).

Due to multiple demographic and system design similarities, ALL-Hawaii anticipates its student population to roughly mirror the
bimodal distribution of its Tucson campus. Families with academically advanced children often select ALL for its high academic
standards above grade level instruction. Families with less academically advanced children often select ALL for its egalitarian and
inclusive culture along with its ability to produce multiple years of academic growth in a single year.

ALL anticipates its population to include students with low reading skills, but their low math skills are expected to create the greatest
challenge. ALL’s instructional system is built on a growth model and ALL expects all students, regardless of their entry level to show
significant gains. ALL’s student profile is expected to change even without student motility.

Although, ALL anticipates the majority of its students to walk to school and originate from within the development community where
ALL’s campus is located. However, enrollment will be open to all students, regardless of address. ALL will accept students (on a
first-come first-serve basis).

ALL further anticipates its population to initially exhibit a high rate of absenteeism. ALL adopt a do what-ever-it-takes approach and
expects to increase attendance to 95% or above in the second year of operation. ALL is likely to employ similar strategies that have
made a difference in Tucson, such as making a personal contact with parents with the first absence, providing opportunities for student
to making-up ‘absent time’ on Saturday, sending a school employee to visit the home and if necessary drive the student to school.

5. Community Engagement. Briefly describe how the applicant has assessed demand and/or
solicited support for the proposed school. Include a description of any significant relationships
or partnerships established to generate community engagement in and support for the proposed
school.

ALL has established a working relationship with Mr. Peter Kwan DBIA, STS of Delta Construction Corporation, a long time
businessman and resident of Hawaii. His knowledge, recommendations and support have been invaluable. Due to his guidance, ALL is
presently involved in discussions with a major developer of residential communities who shares ALL’s vision. With such an
arrangement, ALL feels it will achieve its wish to contribute to the development of a planned community that is vibrant, inclusive and
caring; where residents live, shop, play, work, and learn in their own community.

Sue Dauber, M.Ed. with Joining Hands Consulting and Lynn Finnegan, Executive Director of Hawaii Public Charter Schools Network,
have been very helpful and their seminars very informative. ALL looks forward to a long reciprocal relationship.

Additionally, ALL’s proposed principal, Suzette Holt has a large extended family in Hawaii who are permanent residents, including
many who were born in Hawaii. They have been kind and resourceful enough to gather “grassroots” information (local residents’
perceptions) that would have been very difficult to gather in any other way than face to face.

ALL anticipates that the majority of its enrollment will come from new growth in the developing community (students moving into the
development) and not necessarily draw from nearby, existing schools. In doing so, ALL will reduce the growth pressure on those large
schools and reduce the traffic load on an already overloaded transportation system.
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6. Contribution to Public Education System. Describe any anticipated contribution the proposed
school would make to Hawaii’s public education system as a whole. Examples could include
things like adding school capacity where existing schools are already at or nearing capacity,
serving student populations that the existing system has had challenges serving or is not serving,
meeting a particular curricular or instructional need or challenge in a way that has system-wide
benefits, and forming partnerships or feeder-school relationships with existing public schools.
Where the proposed school would model innovation in ways valuable to the system as a whole,
describe any specific plans to disseminate the knowledge gained at the school to other public
schools.

As part of Hawaii’s Public Education System, ALL will provide additional educational choice for families and/or students interested in
having access to advanced teaching methodology, challenging curricula, and above grade level instruction.

ALL is the only “known” school in the United States to have developed a multi-push, cognitive science based, accelerated, educational
system that has demonstrated high levels of effectiveness across broad socio-economic and cultural diversity. That is: ALL’s
innovative educational practices and strategies have demonstrated equivalently high effectiveness with academically advanced
students, academically at risk students, and high needs students. As such, ALL will add variety to Hawaii’s public education systems
offerings.

ALL will boost student performance scores and increase graduation rates.

Because ALL anticipates the majority of its enrollment to come from new growth in the developing community, ALL will reduce
growth pressure on nearby large schools.

Because ALL provides gifted level instruction for ALL students and all student with individualized goals, ALL provides HDE with
expanded means to provide gifted education.

Because most of ALL’s students will likely walk or bike to school, ALL will reduce the load on Hawaii’s overloaded transportation
system.

Because ALL’s mission statement directs ALL to demonstrate that curricular design and pedagogy are the primary factors influencing
student performance and ALL’s mission statement requires ALL to introduce a 21st Century education system in which student
performance exceeds all prior system: ALL will demonstrate that students in Hawaii’s public school system can perform among the
best in the nation.

Though many venues ALL has trained many local and international public and private school teachers in components of ALL’s
pedagogy. Such as: 1) Most academic years, for the past ten years, ALL hosts and trains one or two teachers from China in ALL’s
pedagogy. 2) ALL staff provided carrier ladder class of the largest school district in Tucson. ALL anticipates that similar opportunities
to contribute will develop in Hawaii.

ALL believes knowledge should be free and ALL freely shares it insights with interested parties. ALL has always supported its state
education department and participated in many of its events, research projects, etc. ALL anticipates that similar opportunities to
develop in Hawaii.

Is the applicant proposing to convert an existing DOE school into a charter school?

No
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B. Enrollment Summary

B. Enrollment Summary

1. Enrollment Plan. Complete the Enrollment Plan (Exhibit 1), and include it as Attachment A
(required form), illustrating the proposed school’s five year enrollment plan. Include a
breakdown between students receiving a primarily on-site, face-to-face learning experience
(brick-and-mortar) or Blended Learning and students receiving a primarily online learning
experience (Virtual). These terms are defined in Section IV.J of the RFP and depicted in Figure
2 below.

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34563/1920723-gsH7pQre0Q/Exhibit 1[1].pdfenrollment_1.pdf

2. Enrollment Plan Rationale. Describe the rationale for the number of students and grade levels
served in each year and the basis for the enrollment plan illustrated in the attachment. Include a
discussion of the rationale for including non-entry level grades. Entry level grades are generally
kindergarten, sixth grade, and ninth grade.

ALL Hawaii's enrollment plan is based on new construction in the area of Kapolei and Ewa Beach. There will be a number of new
residents in the community at entry level and non entry levels that will be in need of a school that meets their needs and interests. The
proximity to home and having access to effective and efficient teaching methodology are key factors. We will provide choice to these
families. Some of the existing families may also want that same opportunity and level of education that Kapolei Elementary, Ewa
Elementary, Makakilo Elementary, Mauka Lani Elementary and Barbers Point Elementary, as well as others cannot provide. ALL
Hawaii places students in mullet-age, multi-grade classes based on their academic and behavioral abilities. We also do not consider Jr.
High School and High School as separate entities we treat grades sixth through twelfth as Secondary School. ALL Hawaii anticipates
student retention and new interest forming as word gets out into the community of student success and level of education being
received. Our plan is to add a grade each year to accominidate our students moving on to the next level and filing a new Kindergarten
class each year until year three when we anticipate to expand to at least two Kinder classrooms. We want to grow slowly to ensure a
high quality education.

3. Enrollment Plan Justification. Provide evidence justifying the enrollment plan described
above. Include the estimated number of students in the geographic area(s) the proposed school
plans to serve, including the number of students that currently attend existing schools (both
public and private) in the geographic area for the grades the proposed school plans to serve. If
research data, censuses, surveys, or other data sources were used, please describe these sources
and provide a citation or attach copies of the sources, as Attachment B (20 page limit).

There are three planned developments being built in the area, Kapolei West, Makawia Hills and Hoopili bringing in 18,000 new homes
to make homes more affordable for families. These families will want quality education and the convenience of walking to school or
having a very short commute. The U.S. Census Bureau's information in 2010 said that Kapolei's population was 15,186 with 1,211
being under the age of 5 years old. Total households with families in the area were 3,973 and the median age was 34 years old. Based
on this information and Kapolei being the fastest growing region in the state of Hawaii and being designated Oahu's second urban
center we believe there will be a great need to accommodate the need for quality education at an affordable price (free) and without a
long commute to attend this type educational establishment.

Attachment B (20 page limit).

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34563/1920723-z6AI3uiJuk/download.pdfattachmentb.pdf

Figure 2: Virtual and Blended Learning Continuum

http://media.wix.com/ugd/448fc8_58407244d3dd4e0dba176f6c7e871c78.docx?dn=%22Exhibit%201.docx%22
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III. Academic Plan Design & Capacity
Created Monday, November 10, 2014
Updated Friday, December 05, 2014

A. Academic Plan Overview, Academic Philosophy and Student Population

Evaluation Criteria Note: A strong Academic Plan is coherent overall and aligned internally with the proposed school’s mission and
vision; Organizational Plan; and Financial Plan.

A. Academic Plan Overview, Academic Philosophy and Student Population

Evaluation Criteria Note: This section is not separately rated by the evaluators. However, a strong Academic Plan will demonstrate
consistent alignment with the Academic Plan Overview and Academic Philosophy.

1. Academic Plan Overview. Provide a concise overview of the academic plan of the proposed
school, including instructional methods, assessment strategies, and any non-negotiable elements
of the proposed school’s academic plan. Include a brief description of any virtual or blended
learning programs, as defined in Section IV.J of the RFP. Briefly describe any evidence that
promises success for this academic plan with the anticipated student population.

ALL’s teaching practices are based on current research on human learning and motivation in the Cognitive and Applied Behavioral
Sciences. Although students are not required to pass a qualifying exam for admission, before attending each student’s baseline
knowledge is estimated with the use of several instruments (including a functional assessment of academic knowledge (crystallized K)
and generalization/application (K fluidity)) to determine an appropriate placement that will challenge but not overwhelm and to ensure
that each student receives academic instruction at their individual challenge level. After placement, ALL-Hawaii will evaluate student
progress yearly using HDE’s adopted evaluation tool. Additionally, Daily progress is evaluated utilizing ALL’s proprietary instruments
(including sequenced ‘Expert Trials’ (mastery exams) and Challenge Exercises (application assignments) that are aligned with
common core standards and designed to provide continuous feedback loops with corrective intervention. Although formative, the
design of these instruments allow for summative snapshots of each student’s growth towards their individualized goal in each subject.
Instructors enter the data from these instruments and other sources into ALL’s proprietary software package that tabulates, in real time,
student learning curves, fine-grained and consolidated growth rates (both for individual students and student grouping), etc.
Additionally, teaching effectiveness indicators are evaluated for ‘greatest need’ instructor in-service training topics. Additionally,
instructors are trained to provide students with direct instruction in a host of metacognitive skills imbedded within content instruction.

Students are selected for classroom membership based on academic level and behavioral profile, not age or grade. Multi-age,
multi-grade classrooms allow for an appropriate instructional level for each student. Although this process minimizes academic spread,
it is not possible to eliminate all variance. In addition, students progress at differential rates due to “mastery” requirements, resulting in
increases variance over time. Consequently, instructors are trained in a variety of empirically/scientifically sound techniques to teach
on a range of knowledge/skill levels simultaneously. The preponderance of authoritative research on teacher-contact-time, student
time-on-task, and cost-effective allocation of instructional resources does not support ability grouping or small group instruction; thus
ALL emphasizes whole group, interactive instruction with a high frequency of each student’s opportunity- to- respond. Instructors are
trained in techniques that increase students’ opportunities-to-respond (often exceeding a hundreds within a single lesson) without
increasing instructional time to teach the lesson or interfering with the flow of the lesson. Additionally, instructors receive extensive
in-service training in research based pedagogy.

ALL’s academic plan has resulted in: a 100% graduation rate, 100% college attendance rate; large scholarship/financial awards for its
graduating seniors; an ALL student being the only student to have earned the designation of “State AP Scholar” for two consecutive
years; numerous first and second place wins in Science Olympiad; its designation as an “A” school, as a Title I High Performance
Reward School, as One of Twenty-two Top-Performing Schools with elite students in America, America’s 6th Most Challenging High
School; one of the highest average SAT scores (2115) in America, ALL students being admitted to universities including Brown,
Columbia, Dartmouth, Duke, Georgetown, Johns Hopkins, MIT, Notre Dame, Princeton, Stanford, etc.

2. Academic Philosophy. Provide a concise description of the applicant’s core beliefs and 
academic values and how those beliefs and values inform the design of key elements of the
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proposed school.

ALL views education as a partnership between parents, students, and the school community. Parents are encouraged to be involved and
supportive of the effort invested by their children and school staff. ALL provides a learner oriented environment were student
wait-time and transitions are held to a minimum. No student is required to wait for the teacher or other student(s) to be learning.
Students work at their challenge level and the ceiling effect (grade level limitations on learning) has been removed through the use of
several strategies. For example high performing elementary school students might attend secondary classes if academically
appropriate. However, research does not support graduating students early and ALL does not double promote or graduate students
earlier than chronological age norms. ALL has an open door policy and parents may visit classrooms without notice during
instructional hours but may not disrupt instruction.

Although every classroom is a unique potpourri of personalities, the instructor has substantial influence in shaping students’
interpersonal behaviors. The instructor is provided with behavioral practices focused on encouraging students to develop social
interactions which facilitate an esprit de corps and create a supportive, risk-free learning environment. The socio-dynamics in each
classroom and school-wide reflect the following tenants:

• ALL’s objective is to provide every student with equal access to quality education regardless of any personal, cultural, or other
characteristic.
• Students learn to reflect upon and self-regulate their behavior and learning, and be participating, productive members in the
classroom and school community.
• Everyone is a student and teacher. Everyone has a responsibility to help every other individual learn (the instructor will model and
provide direct instruction in good teacher practices and behavior.) Everyone has the right to decline help and such requests must be
honored.
• Every student has the right to learn. No student has the right to interfere with another’s learning.
• Everyone has the responsibility to acquire knowledge and wisdom in that they may become worthy conveyors of civilization, the
stewards of the Earth and teachers to humanity’s next generation.
• Everyone has the right to experience the enjoyment of learning and excitement for sharing knowledge with others.
• What is learned today (e.g., content, social skills, knowledge, control of one’s own learning) will impact each student's future (e.g.,
financial, intellectual, professional, emotional, and ability to improve the plight of humanity. What is learned today will impact future
opportunities and what one is capable of doing tomorrow.

Students’ innate curiosity, emergent talent, and drive "to know" are cultivated. One student's success is not dependent on another’s
failure. Normative scales are avoided. ALL incorporates an individualized growth model. That is, how much students grows in a
specified period is given greater weight than how “high” they get. Criterion referenced goals are emphasized over normative
comparisons. Each student is treated as a contributing member of the group while individual differences are accepted and unique needs
and talents are recognized. The expression of acumen, responsible conduct, and socially disciplined citizenship are among the
beneficial outcomes related to clear behavioral and academic expectations.

3. Anticipated Student Population. Describe the anticipated student population the proposed
school plans to serve, including, among other things, the projected percentage of students
eligible for free and reduced lunch. Explain why the proposed school anticipates that the student
population described above will enroll in the proposed school. Include, as Attachment C (5 page
limit), a listing of the DOE complex area(s) that these students will most likely come from and a
listing of both public and private schools with the grades the proposed school plans to offer that
are located in the same areas that the proposed school plans to pull its student population from.

SEE II. 4. Anticipated Percentage of total population: 43% poverty level; 32% performing below grade level; 5% gifted; 14% IEP; 
13% ELL; <2% Homeless; (HCY), 18% At risk of dropping out (some students will likely fall into multiple categories). 
 
ALL-Hawaii anticipates a diverse population. Based on other schools enrollment in the area the highest percentage of students will be 
Asian followed by Caucasian and a small percentage of African Americans, and Hispanics. The percentage of students who qualify for 
free and reduced lunch is anticipated to be over 40%. 
 
ALL-Hawaii anticipates that its enrollment will come primarily from the new housing development where its campus is located. It is 
ALL’s wish to contribute to the development of communities that are vibrant, inclusive and caring, where the residents live, play, 
work, and learn. ALL further anticipates that the majority of its enrollment will come from new growth (students moving into the 
development), not necessarily from nearby existing schools. 
 
Convenience, avoidance of traffic, ease of living, and proximity, are likely to be strong motivators for families to enroll in ALL. But, 
over time, as ALL earns a local reputation, other factors are more likely to motivate interest. ALL has the knowledge of human
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learning and proven ability to produce outstanding learning outcomes across a broad range of ability levels, SES stratifications, and
cultural mixes. 
 
Families with academically advanced children often select ALL for its high academic standards, above grade level instruction, and
knowledgeable instructors. Families with less academically advanced children often select ALL for its egalitarian and inclusive culture
along with its ability to produce multiple years of academic growth in a single year. Because ALL provides instruction at a student’s
challenge level, not cumulative failure level, and ALL emphasizes growth rather than absolute achievement, all students benefit from
ALL’s accelerated instruction.

Attachment C (5 page limit)

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-C7wWohm3Ls/Attachment C hawaii.pdf
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B. Curriculum and Instructional Design

B. Curriculum and Instructional Design

Evaluation Criteria.  A strong response will have the following characteristics:

Comprehensive framework for rigorous, high-quality instructional design that reflects both the needs of the proposed school’s
anticipated population and its alignment to academic standards.  Includes a brief description of how the proposed framework will
ensure continued student achievement as measured by Strive HI and the Academic Performance Framework.
If applicable, clear, rigorous academic standards beyond those specified in Strive HI and the Academic Performance Framework. 
Includes clear descriptions of the adoption or development process, the source of the additional standards and a reasonable rationale for
their inclusion.
Clear academic, non-academic, and mission-specific goals and metrics for the proposed school that details the school’s goals and the
metrics that will be used to measure the success in achieving these goals. 
Clear and comprehensive plan for how the proposed school assesses the progress of individual students, student cohorts, and the school
as a whole on the identified metrics.  Clearly explains the rationale for selecting or developing each of the identified assessments;
includes a clear description each assessments’ purpose, design, and format; and adequately demonstrates the validity and reliability of
any non-standardized assessments.
Clear and comprehensive plan for how instructional leaders and teachers will administer, collect, and analyze the results of diagnostic,
formative, benchmark/interim, and summative assessments to inform programmatic and instructional planning decisions and make
adjustments to curricula, professional development, and other school components.  Clearly explains the roles and responsibilities of the
instructional leadership team in overseeing teachers’ progress toward helping students meet their identified goals and clearly describes
the formalized process and supports that will enable teachers to reflect on student progress and adjust their instruction accordingly.
Comprehensive course scope and sequence and curriculum map and/or pacing plan that clearly identifies course outcomes,
demonstrates an alignment with appropriate standards, and illustrates alignment from grade to grade.
If the curriculum is developed/selected:   Sound curricular choices, by subject and grade level, which include research-based evidence
the curricula will be appropriate, effective, and improve academic achievement for the anticipated student population.  A clear
description of how the curricula will keep students on track for college and career readiness, highlighting any backwards-planning
efforts, if relevant.  If there is a virtual or blended learning program, a clear description of the online learning curriculum and a
reasonable rationale for the selection of the curriculum.
If the curriculum is not already developed:  Clear and comprehensive curriculum development plan and realistic timeline, which
identifies individuals responsible and aligns with teacher hiring and professional development calendars.
Sound, research-based instructional strategies that will clearly support the academic plan.  Includes a clear explanation of how these
instructional strategies support the mission, vision, and academic philosophy of the proposed school and why the strategies are
well-suited to the anticipated student population.  A clear explanation of how the teachers will use different instructional methods to
meet the needs of all students, highlighting assessing student needs, remediation, accelerated learning, and specialized instruction.  If
the proposed school’s academic plan contains a virtual or blended learning program, includes a comprehensive description of how the
proposed instructional strategies will work with the online learning components to result in a coherent instructional program.
Clear description of graduation course and credit requirements and  how GPA will be calculated.
Sound plan for meeting BOE graduation requirements and compelling reasons and justification of any additional requirements beyond
BOE requirements or deviation from BOE graduation requirements.
If there is a virtual or blended learning program, a clear overview of the online learning program, including a description of the level of
instruction that uses online learning methods, the general organization of the online learning schedule, a description of the impact of
the program on classroom instruction (for blended learning programs), the teacher, student, and parent or guardian role, the degree of
support provided to students and the student to teacher ratio in an online learning program.  A video demonstration of the proposed
online learning curriculum that adequately portrays student and teacher experience with the online learning curriculum. 
Comprehensive plans for and clear descriptions of how classroom instruction will work with the online learning components to result
in a coherent instructional program; how attendance, student participation, credit accrual, and course completion will be defined,
monitored, verified, and reported; how any online attendance policy adheres to state and federal reporting requirements; how
federally-mandated assessments will be administered and proctored; how the proposed school plans to uphold the academic integrity of
the virtual or blended learning program; the systems and procedures that will validate the authenticity of student work; how student
safety is ensured and in compliance with federal privacy laws; how the proposed school will ensure minimal interruptions to learning,
including a plan for technical support and troubleshooting for students, teachers, parents or guardians, and administrators; and how the
proposed technology selections support the platform dependencies for the proposed curricular materials and instructional strategies.

1. Propose a framework for instructional design that reflects the needs of the proposed school’s
anticipated population and its alignment to academic standards. If the proposed school plans to
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adopt or develop additional academic standards beyond those specified in Strive HI and the
Academic Performance Framework, explain the types of standards (such as content areas and
grade levels). Describe the adoption or development process that has taken place or will take
place for these additional academic standards. Briefly describe the source of the additional
standards and the rationale for their inclusion. Briefly describe how this proposed framework
also ensures continued student achievement as measured by Strive HI and the Academic
Performance Framework.

Framework for instructional design: reflects needs of anticipated students alignment to academic standards ....

ALL expects its performance/effectiveness to be evaluation utilizing the Strive HI and the Academic Performance Framework

2. Goals and Metrics. Identify the academic, non-academic, and mission-specific goals and
metrics for the proposed school. Describe how the applicant’s design team determined these
goals and why these goals are appropriate for the proposed school’s intended population.
Include, as Attachment D (8 page limit), a table that details the school’s goals and the metrics
that will be used to measure the success in achieving these goals, and include targeted
assessment scores, attendance levels, and goals for graduation rates, leading indicators (e.g.,
freshman on track), college going rate, and career readiness.

ALL utilizes an innovative instructional blueprint that overlays K-12 instruction. Mission-specific goals and, teaching and learning
metrics are inextricably woven into the design. The curriculum in each content area runs in a sequenced continuous stream through the
entire K-12 system. Students move along the stream without regard to grade level and are not confined by the artificial ceiling effects
seen in traditional instructional designs. The curriculum was authored by a sub-division of ALL, The Cognitive Learning Project
(CLP) and its framework were evaluated in-situ in a range of high and low poverty schools from small and large districts located in
rural and urban settings. The following briefly discusses components of the blueprint.

Oral Activities: reinforce content knowledge and greatly increase the efficiency of the learning process. They: reinforce knowledge
scaffolds, meaningfully associate conceptual “chunks” and imbed content knowledge into long-term memory. They encourage
consolidation of learned content into hierarchical chunks. Activities include: choral rehearsal, distributed practice, call and response,
and choral gating. They target the development of student attending-behaviors including: self-directed attention, attentional filtering,
focus, and intensity.

Global Lectures: are heuristic, teacher directed, and whole class discussions. Students have a high rate of opportunities-to-respond and
are actively engaged in the construction conceptual scaffolds. Global Lectures ensure that targeted content is distributed and fully
covered by the end of the grading period. The targeted content is organized into a “simultaneous knowledge model” rather than the
traditional “sequential knowledge model”.

Need-to-Know discussions: are whole group student directed discussions. Students accumulate questions related to lectures,
homework, trials, etc. Students formulate specific questions prior to discussion. Through a process of successive approximations, the
classroom teacher shapes students’ group learning and automatized problem-solving behaviors.

Expert Trials: are formative “power” evaluations that flow in a continuous feedback loop. They provide fine-grained learning as well
as data on a daily schedule that drives the pacing of instruction, student and instructor interventions and informs in-service needs.
Trials, have a self-leveling design. The Expert Trials provide an objective measure of mastery.

Challenge Exercises: are formative evaluations of the fluid application of knowledge and its generalization. The process includes
feedback loop and skill building and transfer components.

Research underscores the value of exposing young children to abstract thought. Cognitive research has demonstrated that linking new
learning targets to previously learned material has a significant effect on memory retention and retrieval. It has validated that the
organization and presentation of content greatly affects the rate and depth of learning. Many studies has shown that many cognitive
instructional strategies are cross-culturally valid.

ALL’s goal is see ALL students achieve above the highest level any student has ever achieved. Realistically … If ALL-Tucson is any
indicator, most students in ALL-Hawaii will! Demographic characteristics of students in the two sites are similar with similar
challenges. ALL-Tucson students display academic growth across grouping (Sped. disabled, gifted; At Risk, Regular Ed, etc.) An
abnormal number might be called prodigies (many low SES). Student attendance is above 95%, 100% graduate and attend 4 year
colleges.
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Attachment D (8 page limit)

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-6lQGbacL3T/Attachment D.goals and metricshawaii.pdf

3. Assessment Plan. Explain how the school will assess the progress of individual students,
student cohorts, and the school as a whole on the metrics identified in Section III.B.2. Include,
as Attachment E (no page limit), a table that details specific diagnostic, benchmark/interim,
formative, and summative assessments that will be used for each grade level, as well as the
timing of their administration. Include with the same table, any charts or pacing guides that
illustrate the assessment plan. Provide an explanation of the rationale for selecting or developing
each of the identified assessments; describe each assessments’ purpose, design, and format; and
demonstrate the validity and reliability of any non-standardized assessments (specifically, the
alignment of assessments with the academic standards adopted by the BOE).

Background: In all content subjects Accelerated utilizes formative, criterion referenced, proprietary instructional materials including a
Physical Science Series, Syntax and Semantics Series, Numeric Operations Series, among others. Each series contains “Expert Trials”
(mastery power-exams) and “Challenge Trials” (application assessments) that are sequentially numbered and administered frequently
in a proctored setting. These evaluation instruments are fine grained (they assess student content knowledge and skills in high detail,
that is, they are not sampling instruments) and facilitate continuous feedback loops with many opportunities for instructors to modify
their instructional practices based on data driven decisions relative to student progress (individual and group) towards individualized
performance goals (student learning objectives, SLO). Additionally, for each content subject, summative exams are proctored at
regular intervals throughout the year, including an end-of-year summative exam (S-Exam.) Students may progress at varying rates but
each student in each classroom is assigned an individualized growth goal in each content area (yearly growth, class-wide subject SLO
CS-SLO). Each student’s progress towards this goal is recorded daily. In most cases, it takes several years for a student to complete a
series. At the beginning of each year, each student begins on the “number” in each series, s/he finished the year before (the current
year, subject baseline, S-Baseline). Students are selected for inclusion in a classroom primarily on the basis of these “academic level”
numbers without excessive regard for age or grade so as to reduce the academic variation within each class. Due to ALL’s unique,
display based record keeping system (proprietary computer package), any student’s “level” and/or progress as well as the classroom as
a whole can be quickly determined. “Expert” and “Challenge” (jointly referred to as “Trials”) numbers are correlated to, and predictive
of, performance on end of the year summative standardized exams (student performance expectations for a specific grade level, the
normal grade level benchmark, NGL benchmark). Because students are selected for membership in classrooms based on academic
level and performance, not grade or age, all K-12 classrooms contain students of various ages and grades but with reduced academic
spread. Data collected on Form “A” is used to evaluate each teacher’s student progress across all core subjects they teach. In addition,
all students assigned to each teacher, are included in that teacher’s student evaluation. 

Attachment E (no page limit)

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-EuAIeyoFcP/Attachment E.pdf

4. Data Driven Programs and Instruction. Describe how instructional leaders and teachers will
administer, collect, and analyze the results of diagnostic, formative, benchmark/interim, and
summative assessments to inform programmatic and instructional planning decisions and make
adjustments to curricula, professional development, and other school components. This response
should clearly explain the roles and responsibilities of the instructional leadership team in
overseeing teachers’ progress toward helping students meet their identified goals, as well as
specify the formalized process and supports that will enable teachers to reflect on student
progress and adjust their instruction accordingly.

The following are some samples of hardcopy instructions utilized electronically in ALL’s management software. They provide insight 
as to how ALL collects, analyzes, and uses the indicated data. Please refer to III.B.3, III.B.3. ALL utilizes an integrated data collection, 
evaluation, analysis, and instructional design the locks all components of the system together. Forgive us if the system seems complex. 
It is. However it is easy to use and has the effect of reducing teacher and administrator load while at the same time it provides 
fine-grained, meaningful data analysis used to greatly improve and manage an individualized education in a group setting.
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Form “A” / Each instructor shall complete one Form A for each subject area taught in accordance to the following guidelines. 
 
A. S-Baseline: The Subject-Baseline represents where each student finished (level of academic achievement) the year before (or the 
end of the instructional period) in the content subject under consideration. The S-Baseline must be based on objective and reliable data. 
S-Baselines are determined once each year and are used as a starting point to evaluate: each student’s yearly growth as well as 
incremental progress toward individualized goals, student grades, and teacher effectiveness. The S-Baseline shall be established using 
one of the following: 
• Content Series Baselines: The highest “Trial” number achieved by a specific student in the subject at the end of the prior year 
becomes the next year’s baseline and starting point. 
• Deferred Baselines: For classrooms in which all students begin a series on the same trial (Expert and/or Challenge) number, 
determination of a baseline is deferred until the middle of the first quarter. The baseline then becomes the highest “Trial” number 
achieved at that point in time. 
• Placement-exam Baseline: For classrooms in which the majority of students have progressed through a series and are on divergent 
“trial” numbers, baselines for new students are determined by administering a school provided placement exam. 
 
a. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists’ Classrooms 
1. The entire population of students assigned to any one specialist teacher is treated as that specialist’s “virtual” classrooms. For the 
purposes of Form “A” each Specialist shall have two classrooms, one comprised of students whose regular classroom is in the 
elementary school and the other comprised of students whose regular classrooms are in the secondary school. This shall be done 
regardless of student load, student grade, age, or disability. 
2. Each specialist teacher shall complete a separate “Form A” for each subject listed in Ab1-4 above for both their Virtual Elementary 
and Virtual Secondary classrooms. 
3. The S-Baseline “Trial” number for each student shall be the same as assigned by the regular classroom teacher. 
 
B. SB-Rank: The Subject Baseline Rank represents each student’s baseline rank in a given subject relative to each other student’s in 
the current classroom. 
a. Elementary Classrooms: Each student’s S-Baseline ranking shall be determined for the given subject relative to the student’s current 
classroom by ranking the baseline numbers for each student in descending order and assigning the appropriate “rank” number to each 
student. (The student with the highest trial number is ranked “1”. The lowest ranked, equals the total number of baseline scores in that 
subject within the classroom. Neither grade nor age shall be considered.) NOTE: Because students will be listed in rank-order based on 
their average rank for all subjects (ASB-Rank) and not based on the single subject rank (SB-Rank), ranking scores in this column will 
not be sequentially ordered. 
b. Secondary Classrooms: The S-Baseline numbers for all students studying the subject in the current classroom shall be ranked in 
descending order and the appropriate “rank” number assigned to each student (the student with the highest trial number is ranked “1”, 
the lowest ranked, equals the total number of in the classroom or period. Neither grade nor age shall be considered.) In single subject 
secondary classrooms, this column shall be sequentially ordered with the highest performing student at the top. 
c. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists’ Classrooms: 
1. The SB-Rank shall be expressed as a common fraction with a numerator and denominator 
2. The numerator shall be the SB-Rank assigned by the regular classroom teacher for this subject. 
3. The denominator shall be the total number of students studying this subject in the regular teacher’s classroom. 
I. Grade Equivalent Benchmarks / Normal Grade Level Equivalent (NGL-Benchmark) by Subject: The NGL provides benchmarks in 
Accelerated Learning Laboratory’s instructional materials that are predictive of student performance on the AIMS. Subject areas tested 
by AIMS are aligned with a “Trial” number in the appropriate subject series relevant to grade. The NGL-Benchmark shall be taken 
from the chart supplied by the administration. 
 
J. Classroom-wide Student Learning Objectives by Subject (CS-SLO): Provides reasonable-but-rigorous individualized academic goals 
for all students in all relevant subject areas. To determine the C-SLO in each subject, the number of contact weeks shall be multiplied 
by 2 and this product shall be added to each student’s baseline numbers for each subject. 
 
K. Year End Classroom-wide Subject Student Learning Objectives (Y-end CS- SLO): Indicates the degree to which the goal for each 
student is meet in each subject. 
 
L. Year End Classroom-wide Subject Average Student Learning Objectives (Y-end CSA- SLO): Indicates the degree to which the goal 
is meet for each student averaged across relevant subjects. 
 
M. Targeted Student Learning Objectives by Subject (T-SLO): For each targeted student, his/her Grade Equivalent Benchmark and 
C-SLO shall be determined for each relevant subject including the number of trials for each. The larger of the two numbers shall be 
multiplied by .8 to arrive at the students T-SLO for each subject. T-SLO’s are calculated for only Targeted Students. 
 
N. Year End Targeted Student Learning Objectives by Subject (Y-end T-SLO-S): Indicates the degree to which the goal is meet for
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each targeted student in the relevant subject. 
 
O. Year End Targeted Student Learning Objectives Averaged across all Subjects (Y-end T-SLO-AS): Indicates the degree to which
goals are meet for each targeted student averaged across all subjects.

5. Course Scope and Sequence. Include, as Attachment F (15 page limit), a course scope and
sequence and curriculum map and/or pacing plan that identifies course outcomes, demonstrates
a clear alignment with appropriate standards, and illustrates alignment from grade to grade.

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-IURhApqC1t/Course Scope and Sequence Notes.docx

6. Curriculum. Provide an overview of the proposed curricula and discuss the alignment of the
curriculum with the academic standards adopted by the proposed school.

Is the proposed curriculum already fully developed ?

Yes

a. If the curriculum is fully developed, provide the rationale for each curriculum development or
selection decision, and briefly describe the support materials for each subject and grade level.
Provide evidence that the proposed curricula are research based and will be appropriate,
effective, and improve academic achievement for the proposed school’s anticipated student
population. Also, include a brief description of how these curricula will keep students on track
for college and career readiness, highlighting any backwards-planning efforts, if relevant. If the
proposed curricula include a virtual or blended learning program, include a brief description of
the online learning curriculum and the rationale for the selection of the curriculum.

a. Elementary School Subjects (K-5) 
1. Mathematics 
i. Numeric Operations 
ii. Intermediate Algebra 
2. English Language Arts 
i. Penmanship 
ii. Dictated Spelling 
iii. Lexicon 
iv. Syntax & Semantics (Language Series) 
v. Expository Composition 
vi. Oration 
3. Reading / Reading Comprehension / Cross Content Reading 
4. Writing: Cross Content 
5. Science: 
i. General Science 
ii. Physical Science 
iii. Anatomy & Physiology 
iv. Physical Geography / Earth Science 
6. Social Science 
i. Political Geography 
ii. US History 
iii. World History 
7. Foreign Language and Culture 
8. Visual Arts 
b. Secondary School Subject categories 
1. Mathematics 
2. English Language Arts 
3. Science:
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4. Social Science 
5. Foreign Language and Culture 
6. Fine Arts

7. Instructional Strategies. Describe the primary instructional strategies the proposed school will
implement to support the academic plan, including things like approaches to classroom
management and checks for understanding. Explain how these proposed instructional strategies
support the mission, vision, and academic philosophy of the proposed school and why these
strategies are well-suited to the anticipated student population. Highlight any research based
evidence. Discuss how teachers will use different instructional methods to meet the needs of all
students, highlighting: assessing student needs, remediation, accelerated learning, and
specialized instruction. If the proposed school’s academic plan contains a virtual or blended
learning program, include a description of how the proposed instructional strategies will work
with the online learning components to result in a coherent instructional program.

Pedagogy (Instructional Model / Instructional Methods) / Instructional strategies / Differential Instruction in a group setting 
 
ALL’s pedagogy is based on recent research on human learning and originates from investigations within the cognitive/meta-cognitive 
learning domains. Objectives include improvement of subject matter texts, increased teacher content knowledge, organization of 
curricular content into meaningful and relational structures, improved effectiveness of instructional practices, as well as intensification 
of student motivation. Learner outcomes include increased learning efficacy in; knowledge and skill acquisition, memory maintenance, 
recall efficiency, and generalization of knowledge and skills. 
 
General Postulates 
• Language ability, mathematical-logical reasoning, abstract thinking, cognitive power, and crystallized intelligence are not 
inextricably entangled with age (i.e., cognitive stage is not synonymous with chronological age and is not fundamentally or solely 
driven by biology “nature”). 
• Children advance through sensitive periods of cognitive, linguistic, and social development. Critical phases of development and 
learning interact with experience to produce broad variations in student ability and readiness at widely varied ages. 
• Failing to recognize, stimulate, reinforce, and develop emergent talents and creativity, during sensitive stages, may significantly 
diminish a child’s potential. 
• Exposing children to abstract thought at an early age enhances the development of their thought processes and positively impacts 
their future learning ability. 
• Exposing children to cognitively challenging and creative tasks, during sensitive periods, can enhance present and future learning 
behaviors and cognitive ability. 
• Fluid intelligence is affected by motivation, opportunity, and environment. 
• Throughout childhood, every child will intermittently exhibit splinter skills indicative of brilliance. Reinforcements can stabilize 
these skills. 
• Every child should be provided with the opportunity to develop his/her unique, emergent gifts and reap the subsequent rewards. 
• Childhood should be a period of intense curiosity, unquenchable questioning, creative thinking, consumption of knowledge, tenacious 
pursuit of understanding, and the development of lifelong skills. 
• Educational practices should stimulate the innate human thirst for knowledge and understanding. 
• Intrinsic motivation should be the driving force for student learning. 
• Childhood should be a sheltered transitional period in which children learn and develop adaptive behaviors, consistent with the high 
moral and social values required to meet the demands of adulthood. 
• Childhood experiences function as cognitive and social preparation for adulthood. What one values and how one behaves in 
childhood is predictive of their adult values and behaviors. Adult guidance and modeling can greatly impact a child’s future values and 
behavior. 
• Segregating children into strict age groupings limits opportunities to develop diverse social skills, intellectual resilience, and cultural 
competencies. 
• Strict same age grouping yields a childhood culture with a dearth of behavioral variance, propagates intolerance of individual 
differences, and diminishes children’s native cooperative spirit and nurturing instinct. 
• Fluid ability is multifaceted and can be uneven, across cognitive modalities, in typical as well as learning disabled children. Typical 
students often exhibit splinter skills and no group of learns are homogeneous. 
• Same age children vary in range of subject matter exposure, the depth to which they comprehend concepts, and effectiveness of 
learning behaviors. 
• Past notions of age appropriate instructional level lack reliable research support. When these opinions are used to limit content 
exposure or direct teaching practices the majority of students do not receive instruction commensurate with their functional level. 
• Student learning behaviors influence comprehension, acquisition, retrieval, generalization, and application of knowledge. 
• Learning-to-learn is a legitimate topic of instruction when presented in concert with curriculum content.
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• Organization and presentation of curriculum content influences comprehension, retention, recall, generalization, and effective use of 
knowledge. 
• The limitations of time and the massiveness of the curricula are such that teaching efficiency as well as effectiveness is a necessary 
concern while designing instructional strategies. 
• Effortful learning and motivational factors greatly influence attention, effort, and the rate and depth of learning. 
• Learning is not a single memorial process but is plexus of mental process including conceptual scaffolds, informational chunking, 
and generalizations. 
• Proactive meta-cognitive learning strategies can be taught and can enhance a student’s ability to learn. 
• The goal of formal education is not only the passage of content knowledge to the following generations, but includes development of 
insight and the promotion of creative, and nontrivial problem solving capability. 
 
Teaching practices utilized at ALL help students form meaningful associations between that which is known and targeted learning 
objectives. New learning is associated with that which was previously learned. It is understood that learning is a cumulative process, 
not an all-or-none state. Knowledge application skills and group problem solving strategies are developed. Additionally, ALL 
pedagogical practices encourage cognitive behaviors which facilitate learning, such as organizational chunking, logical extrapolation, 
and learner activated meta-cognition. Students develop active learning and self-regulated behaviors. As a result of students being given 
increased opportunities to control and direct their own education, motivation increases. 
 
Same age, same grade groups of students are seldom academically homogeneous. With the realization that a school is comprised of 
individuals whose learning characteristics vary from student to student, it follows that each student has needs specific to their particular 
strengths or weaknesses. Each student is likely to learn subject matter at varying rates. As a consequence, each student will have a 
unique learning and functional profile. At ALL, Students receive instruction at their functional level and are allowed to capitalize on 
their personal cognitive resources. No student is required to wait for another student to learn, nor is any student driven so hard as to 
experience inordinate frustration. Instructional strategies which address broad variations in student knowledge and functional level 
include an open-ended content design which allows students to progress at their own pace without being restricted by either 
grade-level-content barriers or lock-step-pacing. Curricular materials are sequenced and stepped to challenge but not overwhelm the 
students. Although students are empowered to control their own progress, they must meet or exceed specific goals. Students are 
expected to progress towards these goals commensurate with their prior knowledge and cognitive characteristics. Most students can be 
expected to accelerate beyond traditional grade level expectations. If the student is not learning at a rate commensurate with ability, 
teachers and staff ‘do what-ever-it-takes’ to ensure academic success. Students are expected to achieve mastery as demonstrated by 
objective outcome criteria. Each student accrues a cumulative portfolio. 
 
Although, ALL’s curricular objectives are aligned with the Common Core academic standards most students will exceed state 
standard. Instructional level is not constrained by a student’s age or grade. The intra classroom variability, of student academic and 
learning behavioral profiles, is reduced through the use of strategies including multi-age grouping. Students are selected for classroom 
membership based on academic level and learning behavioral profiles not age or grade. Multi-age, multi-grade classrooms support 
appropriate instruction level for each student. Multi-age multi-grade classrooms facilitate a broad range of natural and desirable social 
behaviors (e.g., nurturing, spontaneous cross age cooperation, teacher-learner flexibility). Interclass and intra-class tutors are selected 
based on grasp of the content not grade. Older students may help younger students or receive help from younger students. All students 
can be expected to be both tutor and tutee. Responsibility for one’s own success or failure, pride in product, self-monitoring and 
control, and the drive to make meaningful contributions, are encouraged. 
 
Each student's innate curiosity, emergent talent, and drive "to know" are cultivated. Individual achievement and polite participation are 
extolled. Overt comparisons and the pitting of one student's ambition against another’s sense of personal worth are avoided. No 
student's success is dependent on another student’s failure. Each student is treated as a contributing member of the group while 
individual differences are accepted and unique needs and talents are recognized. The expression of acumen, responsible conduct, and 
socially disciplined citizenship are among the beneficial outcomes related to clear behavioral and academic expectations in childhood. 
 
Classroom Dynamics: Although every classroom is a unique potpourri of personalities, the instructor has substantial influence in 
shaping students’ interpersonal behaviors. The teacher is provided with recommended practices focused on helping students develop 
social interactions which facilitate an esprit de corps and creating of a supportive, risk-free learning environment. The socio-dynamics 
in each classroom radiates an ambiance which includes the following: 
• an appreciation and acceptance of student differences and a recognition that each student is worthy or respect, can make meaningful 
contributions, and each has the responsibility to contribute to the classroom community 
• a reverence for civilization’s tradition of protecting its children from the travails of adulthood in that those children may acquire the 
knowledge and wisdom to themselves become the bearers of civilization and the stewards of the next generation 
• an expectation that every student has the ability to reflect upon his/her prior experiences and make responsible academic and social 
choices; an expectation that mistakes are part of a continuous process of improvement 
• an awareness that what is learned today (e.g., content, social skills, knowledge, control of one's own learning) will impact each 
student's future (e.g., financial, intellectual, professional, emotional) (what you do today will impacts what you will be able to do 
tomorrow) 
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• an enjoyment of learning and excitement for sharing knowledge with others 
 
The teacher uses the following tenets / conduct guidelines to produce a supportive, cooperative learning climate. 
• The purpose of school is to provide each student with equal access to education. 
• The role of the teacher is to facilitate student learning and provide access to knowledge. 
• Students are expected to self-regulate their behavior and learning, and to become participating productive members of classroom
culture. 
• Although students are expected to resolve differences equitably, the classroom teacher is the final arbiter when children choose not to
resolve difficulties 
• Everyone is a student and teacher. Everyone has a responsibility to help every other individual learn (the instructor will provide
training in "good teacher practices" and "good student practices"). 
• Every student has the right to learn. No student has the right to interfere with another’s learning. 
• No one is capable of forcing anyone else to learn against their will. Every student has the right to fail and the ability to succeed with
effort 
 
INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENTS: “Within class” instructional activities and strategies include formalized Oral Activities, Expert
Trials (mastery learning), Challenge Exercises (application of learning), teacher driven Global Lectures, student driven Need-To-Know
discussions, Heuristic Discussions, Preferred Activity Gating, cooperative group projects, individualized projects, classroom etiquette
and protocols, various motivational strategies, Teacher Mentors, Student tutors, Student Guides, feedback and intervention.

8. Graduation Requirements. High schools will be expected to meet the BOE’s graduation
requirements in accordance with BOE Policy 4540. High schools may be able to deviate from
such graduation requirements if a waiver is obtained from BOE.

Note: Any deviation from BOE Policy 4540 requires a waiver from BOE, and Commission approval of an application does not
constitute approval of any deviation from BOE’s graduation requirements.  If the application is approved, it will be incumbent on the
applicant either to: (1) obtain a waiver; or (2) if it cannot obtain a waiver, adjust its graduation requirements to meet BOE Policy 4540.

a. Describe the course and credit requirements for graduation.  Include a description of how GPA will be calculated. 
b. If graduation requirements for the proposed school will differ in any way from BOE Policy 4540, explain how they will  differ
(including exceeding BOE graduation requirements) and the reason and justification for the differences.  

SK

Does the proposed school offer a program that uses an online learning model, as defined in the
RFP, with students typically receiving fewer than five hours per week of face-to-face
instruction?

No

Does the proposed school offer a program that combines an online learning model, as defined in
the RFP, with face-to-face instruction in a manner such that the online learning activities
enhances and/or transforms the instructional model?

No

Does the proposed school use online learning in any way, either during or after the school day?

No
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C. School Calendar, Schedule, and Staff Structure

C. School Calendar, Schedule, and Staff Structure

Note: While charter schools are exempted from HRS §302A-251, regarding instructional time, charter schools are subject to collective
bargaining pursuant to HRS Chapter 89, Collective Bargaining in Public Employment.  Applicants must ensure that their proposed
plan will comply with collective bargaining requirements.  Applicants proposing school calendars and schedules outside of the
parameters of HRS §302A-251, must negotiate agreements that supplement any Master Collective Bargaining Agreements and should
be cognizant of possible limitations of these agreements.  

Evaluation Criteria.  A strong response will have the following characteristics:

School calendar and daily and weekly schedules that, align with and clearly reflect the needs of the Academic Plan, and are conducive
to significantly improving student learning.
Clearly describes the structure of the proposed school’s day and week, including all of the required elements listed in Section
III.C.2.a.-f.
Provides a reasonable teacher-student and adult-student ratio that aligns with the Academic Plan.
A staffing chart that clearly indicates all positions, is aligned with the Academic Plan, and proposes a salary structure that is in
alignment with the proposed school’s budget.  
Provides a reasonable rationale for the staffing plan and clearly explains how the relationship between the proposed school’s leadership
or management team and the rest of the staff will be managed.
If the proposed school has a virtual or blended learning program, the staffing plan clearly ensures sufficient capacity for deploying and
managing technology inventory and network needs with minimal interruptions to teaching and learning, including troubleshooting
support for school staff and students.

1. Discuss the annual academic schedule for the proposed school. Explain how the calendar
reflects the needs of the academic plan. In Attachment H (2 page limit), provide the proposed
school’s calendar for the first year of operation, including total number of days and hours of
instruction.

The annual academic schedule for ALL-Hawaii allows for the maximum contact time with the students that the contract allows we
would prefer to have a more rigorous year, but are able to work within the parameters that are set. It is proven that the more contact
time a teacher has with the students the better the outcomes. Education is active not passive you need active engagement from all of
your students in a risk free environment to produce out comes. We have scheduled 180 contact days with the students and 189 days for
the teachers. ALL-Hawaii has chosen to schedule for 6 hours and 15 minutes a day with the 45 minute planning period at the end of
each day and the 30 minute lunch. Our educational time will be 10 hours a week for math, 9 and 3/4 hours for language arts, and 6
hours for science. 

Attachment H

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-KvWNILnfWi/hawaifinalicalendar.pdf

2. Describe the structure of the proposed school’s day and week, including the following:

a. A description of the length and schedule of the school week.
b. A description of the length and schedule of the school day including start and dismissal times.
c. The minimum number of hours or minutes per day and week that the proposed school will devote to academic instruction in each
grade.
d. The number of instructional hours or minutes in a day for core subjects.
e. An explanation of why the proposed school’s daily and weekly schedule will be optimal for student learning.
f. The number of hours or minutes in a day for teacher planning time.
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ALL-Hawaii will have a 5 day school week (Monday-Friday) with school beginning at 7:45a.m. and dismissing at 2:00p.m. Tuesday
through Friday. On Monday school will dismiss at 1:00p.m. To enable teacher in-house training. The teacher will have 45 minutes at
the end of each day for planning. Students and teachers will have a 30 minute lunch. A support staff member will supervise students
during these times to ensure their safety. Five 1/2 hours a day will be used for academic instruction in all the core subjects for grades
K-5 which equals 271/2 hours a week.. ALL-Hawaii knows that the more contact time a teacher has with their students the better the
learning for the students. We want to optimize the teacher contact time and ensure students receive immediate feedback with no
transition time. A student should never have to wait for the teacher or others to continue with their learning. The activities in the daily
routine ensure that students are receiving immediate feedback and are able to learn and self-regulate their learning.
ALL-Hawaii Secondary School would begin school at 8:00am and dismiss at 3:00pm Tuesday-Friday and dismiss at 2:pm on Monday
to enable teacher training on that day. Students would attend 6 one hour periods Tuesday-Friday and 5 one hour periods on Monday.
Students would have an hour lunch daily and teachers would have a half hour lunch and a 45 minute planning period daily. Students
would receive the following time in each subject pre day: Language Arts 1 hour, Math 1 hour, Social Studies 1 hour, Science 1 hour,
World Language 1 hour which would be 5 hours a week in each subject.

3. Provide, also in Attachment I (10 page limit), a sample daily and weekly schedule for each
division of the proposed school. 

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-eqQIFXKkdW/Typical Schedule for Secondary School.pdf

4. Staff Structure.

a. Provide the teacher-student ratio, as well as the ratio of total adults to students for the proposed school. 
b. Provide, as Attachment J (required form), a complete staff chart for the proposed school.  Prepare the submission using the Staffing
Chart Template (Exhibit 2) provided by the Commission.
c. Describe the rationale for the staffing plan as demonstrated in the staff chart.
d. Explain how the relationship between the proposed school’s leadership team or management team and the rest of the staff will be
managed. 
e. If the proposed school has a virtual or blended learning program, identify the position(s) dedicated to IT support and describe the
plan that will ensure sufficient capacity for deploying and managing technology inventory and network needs with minimal
interruptions to teaching and learning.  This includes troubleshooting support for staff and students.

The teacher-student ratio will be 1:20 and the adult-student ratio will be ____. We plan on having 4 classrooms the first year and we
find that the dynamics of the classroom changes in a negative when the number of students drops below 20 students. Each year we
anticipate adding a new classroom to accommodate our students that are moving on to the next level and new entries into
Kindergarten. We will need Janitorial staff to maintain the site and clean the facilities each night. ALL-Hawaii will have an office
person that will also qualify as a health aid as needed. We anticipate having an intervention specialist on staff. As the school grows our
needs will increase and will be accommodated for with the appropriate staff. The school's leadership team will work with the rest of
the staff not only to manage the staff but to work with them as a team member that supports and directs the mission of the school. The
leadership team will give feedback and suggestions to maintain the high expectations of the school. There will be open communication
and protacals to ensure that the needs of the students and teachers are being met. The board will over see the leadership team.

Attachment J 

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-GXV3ehIUns/attachmentJ staffing chart.pdf

http:///
http://media.wix.com/ugd/448fc8_017d0c3cd0804c5b9be7592ed7a9aea5.docx?dn=%22Exhibit%202.docx%22
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D. School Culture

D. School Culture

This section of the proposal should describe the systems, traditions, and policies that will promote high expectations and a positive
academic and social environment that fosters students’ intellectual, social, and emotional development.  

Evaluation Criteria.  A strong response will have the following characteristics:

Clear and coherent description of the shared beliefs, attitudes, traditions, and behaviors of the proposed school, students, teachers,
parents or guardians, and administrators and how these shared beliefs, attitudes, customs, and behaviors create a school culture that
will promote high expectations and a positive academic and social environment that fosters intellectual, social, and emotional
development for all students.
Coherent plan for creating, implementing, and maintaining the intended culture for students, teachers, parents or guardians, and
administrators.  Includes a clear description of the roles of students, teachers, parents or guardians, and administrators in creating,
implementing, and maintaining this culture and how these roles are aligned.
A coherent plan for enculturating students who enter the proposed school mid-year or in later grades.
Clear description of how the proposed school culture is conducive to a safe learning environment for all students and how the proposed
school will identify, assess, and monitor the social, emotional, behavioral, and physical health needs of all students on an ongoing
basis.
A clear description of how the school culture and staff will intentionally expose students to post-secondary educational and career
opportunities at all grade levels.  Clear descriptions of curricular or extracurricular programs that will provide students with access to
college or career preparation and explanations of how these programs will reinforce a culture of high expectations.  If any, citations to
structured programs or supports, tracking systems, and individuals responsible for helping promote and monitor college and career
readiness among students.
Student discipline policy that provides for appropriate, effective strategies to support a safe, orderly school climate and fulfillment of
academic goals, promoting a strong school culture while respecting student rights.

Legally sound policies for student discipline, suspension, dismissal, and crisis removal, including procedural due process for all
students, including students afforded additional due process measures under IDEA.
Appropriate plan for including teachers, parents or guardians, and students in the development and/or modification of the proposed
school’s policies for discipline, suspension, dismissal, and crisis removal.
Legally sound list and definition of offenses for which students may or must be suspended or dismissed.
Sound plan for the creation, implementation, and maintenance of a professional culture and clear explanation of how the professional
culture will contribute to staff retention, how faculty and staff will be involved in school level decisions and in developing new
initiatives, and how success will be assessed.
Well-designed plan to take into account and incorporate students with special needs into the proposed school’s general population. 
This answer is distinct from applicant’s answer to Section II.H, which should focus on how the proposed school plans to provide
services to students with special needs.
If a high proportion of economically disadvantaged students is a part of the anticipated student population, a clear description of how
the proposed school will address the anticipated academic challenges posed by the lack of socioeconomic diversity and the
concentration of poverty among its students.
The description of the typical school day for a student and teacher is not separately rated by the evaluators. However, the description
should align with the proposed school’s vision and plan for school culture.  

1. Describe the shared beliefs, attitudes, traditions, and behaviors of the proposed school,
students, teachers, parents or guardians, and administrators and how these shared beliefs,
attitudes, customs, and behaviors create a school culture that will promote high expectations and
a positive academic and social environment that fosters students’ intellectual, social, and
emotional development for all students. 

ALL-Hawaii's culture will be enthusiastically cerebral and civil. Students will value intellectual prowess. They will be inclusive of 
other student’s idiosyncrasies, and kind to each other. Although many students may exhibit cognitive skills suggestive of prodigies, 
they will nevertheless be physically active, fun loving children, with remarkable social skills. 
We view education as a partnership between parents, students, and the school community. ALL-Hawaii will provide a learning
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environment that can produce rapid intellectual growth for students who are serious about education and scholarly achievement. It is
hoped that students and their families view homework as a preferred activity not a drudgery to be avoided. Viewing one’s
after-school-life as an extension of learning has lifelong benefits.

2. Explain how the proposed school will create, implement, and maintain this culture for
students, teachers, parents or guardians, and administrators and describe the roles of students,
teachers, parents or guardians, and administrators in creating, implementing, and maintaining
this culture and how these roles are aligned.

Parents will be expected to be involved and supportive of the significant effort invested by their children and the ALL-Hawaii staff.
ALL-Hawaii will provide an intellectually stimulating environment. Children will be provided with diverse opportunities to express
themselves creatively and receive academic instruction at their individual challenge level. They will study a broad range of topics in
math, language and science and become comfortable with asking falsifiable questions. Additionally, children will be provided with
ample playtime and socialization opportunities. Teachers will focus on goal orientated behavior and guide students to make choices
that reflect this attitude. ALL-Hawaii's Teachers and Administrators will instill the values of taking an active role of being good
citizens of our community. We will shape this behavior through modeling and using natural opportunities to demonstrate the proper
responses to unacceptable actions and behaviors. ALL-Hawaii believes that students do not just belong to their teacher but that all
students belong to every teacher. We are a community.

3. Describe the plan for enculturating students who enter the proposed school mid-year or in
later grades.

The enculturating of students entering ALL-Hawaii mid-year or in later grades will encompass the same values, roles and expectations
of students entering at the beginning of the school year. We often see that it is easier for students who enter school later in the year
since students who have been in the school are already shaped and are able to model the appropriate behaviors and expectations.

4. Describe how the proposed school culture is conducive to a safe learning environment for all
students. Describe how the proposed school will identify, assess, and monitor the social,
emotional, behavioral, and physical health needs of all students on an ongoing basis. 

Civil responsibility and inclusive behaviors are developed through instruction in interpersonal problem solving skills. Violent play,
selfish conduct, and unkind words, will be virtually non-existent. Students who exhibit behaviors that support learning are most likely
to fulfill their potential. Those who exhibit social behaviors that support empathy and inclusiveness are most likely to contribute to a
caring and productive community. We expect each student to exhibit an abundance of both types of behaviors.

5. Describe how the school culture and staff will intentionally expose students to post-secondary
educational and career opportunities at all grade levels. Identify the curricular or extracurricular
programs that will provide students with access to college or career preparation and how these
programs will reinforce a culture of high expectations. Cite any structured programs or supports,
tracking systems, and individuals responsible for helping promote and monitor college and
career readiness among students.

 ALL-Hawaii will provide a comprehensive curriculum, our instructional process and curriculum design are innovative and include
academic options not available at other educational institutions. Although students and staff use first names, and the ambiance at ALL
will be jaunty and cheerful, academic achievement is emphasized and scholarly pursuits are of a high priority. Students will participate
in math and science competitions. Secondary students will be able to registere in multiple Advanced Placement classes.

6. Student Discipline.

a. Describe the proposed school’s philosophy on student behavior. 
b. Describe the proposed school’s code of conduct, including policies for discipline, suspension, dismissal, and crisis removal.
 Describe the procedural due process for all students, including students afforded additional due process measures under IDEA. 
Describe how teachers, students, and parents or guardians will be included in the development and/or modification of these policies.
c. Include a list and definitions of the offenses for which students in the school must (where non-discretionary) or may (where
discretionary) be suspended or dismissed.
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Code of Conduct / Behavior Expectations 
 
Student Responsibilities and Rights: Education is an extraordinary social equalizer. Regardless of social status, those who acquire an 
exceptional education in childhood can gain the power in adulthood to create financial and social opportunity for their families, 
themselves, and community. All students have the right to improve their lives and potential through learning. They have the right to 
learn in a safe, risk-free environment without fear of ridicule. ALL students are expected to be respectable, and responsible. 
 
Students are expected to: 
• attend school, be on time, be prepared to learn 
• complete homework, formulate specific, clear need-to-know questions, 
• complete long-term projects, neatly and on time, 
• invest their best-effort toward academic success, 
• make reasonable and consistent progress toward academic goals, 
• strive for scholarly distinction, 
• participate as a contributing member of the ALL community, 
• participate in classroom discussions, 
• keep a complete portfolio current and in good condition, 
• invest sufficient effort to achieve academic excellence, 
 
Student Behavioral Expectations: For a community to be respected its members must be respectable. ALL students must display a high 
standard of ethical, honorable and civil behavior. ALL students are expected to do more than follow the “letter of the rule” they must 
understand and conform to its “spirit”. Students are expected to change unjust or misdirected rules in a socially justifiable and 
responsible manner. For ALL’s community of honor to be preserved, community members must be intolerant of peers who would 
cheat, harm or threaten others, or destroy property. Discipline, academic integrity, and honor remain the foundation of an educated and 
enlightened community. The following list may be used as guide but is not exhaustive: 
 
• Every student is expected to be an attentive learner and compassionate teacher. 
• Students are expected to “help” without being asked. If help is refused, such decline should be honored. Students are expected to 
display civil responsibility. If students observe other students’ rights being violated or property damaged they are expected to intervene 
(if intervention does not produce physical risk) or report the incident. The code of honor among thieves, “don’t rat or tattletale” is 
dishonorable and socially corrupting. Students are expected to know the difference between moral behavior and peer pressure. 
• Stop means stop. No, never means yes. If a student expresses her/his wish, verbally or through actions, the other student must 
immediately desist. Every student has the right to determine who may or may not come into physical contact. The only justifiable 
exception may be restraining actions involving protection of oneself or another individual. 
• Every student has the right to learn in a risk free environment. No student may interfere their own or other students’ learning. 
• Violent or aggressive actions and play are prohibited. Do not pretend to shoot another individual with your finger, play fight, or 
wrestle on campus. 
• Profanity and vulgarity are strictly prohibited. The continued use of profanity can result in suspension or expulsion. 
• No student may emotionally or physically injure another student. (e.g., name calling, teasing, gossiping, non-verbal expressions, 
derogatory statements, etc.) (The threadbare justifications, “She hit me first,” “We were just playing,” “I was just mad,” display poor 
socialization) can result in suspension or expulsion. 
• Students are expected to take responsibility for their actions. If a student intentionally or unintentionally destroys property, the 
student is expected to replace or pay for the property. 
• Students who play when they ought to be learning, should expect to work (learn) when they could be playing. 
• Disruptive behavior, disrespectful conduct, and bullying are not tolerated and can result in suspension or expulsion. 
• Students are expected to submit original, independent work, unless collaboration is clearly part of the instructions. 
• Students are expected to adequately cite sources. 
Prohibited Items: 
• Gum is not allowed on campus. Any student or adult observed chewing gum shall forfeit all gum in his/her possession and may 
further be sanctioned with a fine. 
• Skate boards and scooters are not allowed on campus. Such items shall be confiscated. 
• Alcohol and/or alcohol products are not permitted Infractions can result in suspension or expulsion; law enforcement will be 
summoned 
• Tobacco products of any kind are not permitted on campus. Staff, students, parents and visitors are not permitted to smoke on campus 
regardless of whether they are in their own cars or not. 
• Real or toy knives, swords, guns, and any weapons of any kind are not permitted on campus; including small pocket knives, guns 
(working or not), box openers, razor blades, or any instrument which is, or can reasonably be considered a weapon is strictly prohibited 
• Explosives, bullets, or other such materials are strictly prohibited. Regardless of intent or amount. Should any child or adult bring any 
of these items on campus, law enforcement will be summoned and disciplinary action taken. 
• Marking materials such as spray-paint, indelible markers 
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Student Dress Code / Grooming: Students should dress in clean comfortable clothing with appropriate modesty and formality suitable
for an academic setting. Students shall wear gender appropriate attire and adornment that conforms to regional business-casual or
smart-casual norms for secondary students (grades 6-12) and for elementary students (K-5) casual or business casual. Such attire
and/or adornment shall be appropriate for an educational setting and shall not cause the student’s appearance to detract from ALL’s
educational mission. Excessive or showy jewelry is not permitted. Markup is discouraged and heavy makeup is prohibited. On
Tuesdays, secondary school students are encouraged (not mandated) to wear business informal or business casual attire. On Thursdays
secondary students the dress code is relaxed and secondary students may were casual attire. Streetwear should not be worn at the
secondary school. Elementary and preschool students must wear closed toe shoes. Short shorts, flip-flops and duckbill hats, “Gangster”
style clothing, baggy low slung pants are prohibited schoolwide. Hats are not to be worn in buildings. Clothing that depicts violence,
drugs, alcohol, tobacco, obscenities, or degrades ethnicities, or is otherwise offensive will result in confiscation and destruction of such
clothing. Attire or grooming which produces disorder or an atmosphere of intimidation or causes excessive wear or damage to school
property (e.g., studs, chains, etc.) is prohibited. Regardless of style, if a student’s style of dress distracts others or is not conducive to an
academic setting, the student will not be allowed to attend class. 
School Etiquette: Although it is customary for members of the ALL community (including students, staff, and parents) to use first
names, the use of first names is not required. In this academic setting, nicknames and epithets are unacceptable. Regardless of the
vocative used to address a person, members of the ALL community are expected to refer to one another with respect and dignity. ALL
students are expected to be inclusive of their peers. 
• It is inappropriate and undignified to exhibit ostentatiously affectionate behavior in an academic environment. 
• Students shall refrain from “stepping” on another’s words (wait for the other person to finish speaking before starting to speak). 
• Students are expected to exhibit inclusive behavior rather than excluding others from participation in activities and discussions. 
• If a student has verbally contributed several times in a discussion, (s)he should provide “wait-time” for other, less gregarious students
to participate before continuing to answer questions. 
• In “whole group response” activities, all students should respond. The verbal responses from any one student should not be
subordinately low or overtly loud 
 
 
 
Discipline / Remedies: 
• Parents are financially responsible for property damage that their child intentionally or unintentionally causes. 
• Punishment is not imposed but consequences connected to behaviors are viewed as the options students choose (e.g., If a student
cannot play with other children without hurting them, the student has elected to refrain from playing with other children.) 
• Students, who engage in undignified behavior (regardless of where the behavior occurs) or present unreasonable risk to others, may
be subjected to disciplinary action including suspension or expulsion. Bullying, fighting (regardless of the victim or perpetrator),
aggressive behavior, or threatening actions can result in expulsion or suspension on the first violation. Profanity; disrespectful
language; obscene or lewd language or gestures, or disrespect to staff or other students can result in expulsion or suspension on the first
violation. Students, who destroy property or place property or people at risk, whether by overt action or negligence, may be suspended
or expelled with the first infraction. 
 
Due Process: Individuals accused of an infraction are entitled to appeal administrative expulsions or suspensions to the Board during
regularly scheduled meeting. A written request for a hearing must be receive by a Board Member five or more working days prior to a
regularly scheduled meeting. Please be advised that, on occasion, Board meetings may be cancelled. A quorum of Board members
must be present to consider an appeal. Board decisions are final and may not be appealed. If disciplinary action against a student
receiving special education services prevents the delivery of services for more than 10 school days, arrangements will be made to
deliver services 
 
The above policies shall be review yearly and revisions recommended by a committee representing teachers, students, parents, and
administrators.

7. Describe the professional culture of the proposed school, and describe how this culture will be
created, implemented, and maintained. Discuss how the professional culture will contribute to
staff retention, how faculty and staff will be involved in school level decisions and in
developing new initiatives, and how success will be assessed. Professional development and
evaluation will be covered in Section VI.D of the Final Application and should not be discussed
here.

DJ

8. Explain how the proposed school’s culture will take account of and incorporate students with 
special needs, including students receiving special education services, English Language
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Learners (“ELL”), and any students at risk of academic failure, into the proposed school’s
general population. This answer should focus on school culture; a more detailed explanation of
the proposed school’s plans to service students with special needs will be covered in Section
III.F.

Lack of adequate academic progress may necessitate supportive interventions. Under-achieving or educationally disadvantaged
students may be given additional time-on-task opportunities including: instruction in low teacher-student ratio settings; increased
study-time during regularly scheduled classes, skill focused self-contained classrooms, Targeted assistance for students in need of
developing better study habits or skills include an assortment of services such as instruction in reading (computer assisted and
one-on-one) or homework guidance. Please be aware that we view many popular ‘pullout’ programs as particularly destructive. We
prefer to help children acquire adaptive skills required to function in mainstream society within the mainstream society. We view
handicapping conditions as among the plethora of personal differences for which one compensates and members of respectable society
accommodate. In some cases, labeling a special needs child as ‘ED’ can accentuate the disability, is disrespectful, alienating, and
counterproductive. We do not view “handicaps” as excuses but as challenges to overcome. We prefer to error on the side of too much
expectation, of a student’s ability, rather than too little. We will not accept a disabling condition as validation for discarding or
warehousing a child. We have high expectations for all students including disabled students. All students are expected to do their
homework and class work to the best of their ability. We have a policy of inclusion, and accommodation of special needs students
within the normal classroom setting (least restrictive learning environment) as much as is possible.

9. If the proposed school is expected to serve a high proportion of economically disadvantaged
students, describe how the proposed school will address the anticipated academic challenges
posed by the lack of socioeconomic diversity and the concentration of poverty among its
students.

ALL-Hawaii believes that all children exhibit remarkable learning capabilities when a comprehensive curriculum is coupled with
pedagogy based on empirically supported and scientifically sound theories of human learning. ALL’s educational model shall
demonstrate that curricular design and instructional practices are the predominant factors influencing academic performance, rather
than ethnicity, social status, economic privilege, or gender. ALL-Hawaii shall demonstrate that all children display creative brilliance
when their innate talents are nurtured in a challenging, supportive, and civil environment

10. In Attachment K (1 page limit), describe a typical school day from the perspective of a
student in a grade that will be served in the proposed school’s first year of operation. 

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-FMoWwFTKsv/Attachment K Typical school day from studen1.pdf

11. In Attachment L (1 page limit), describe a typical school day from the perspective of a
teacher in a grade that will be served in the proposed school’s first year of operation. 

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-QE9pQLqvXa/Attachment L typical school day from the teacher perspective.pdf
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E. Supplemental Programs

E. Supplemental Programs

This section should describe any supplemental programs that are integral to the proposed school’s academic plan.  These supplemental
programs can be a part of the proposed school’s growth plan if they will not be implemented immediately.

Evaluation Criteria.  A strong response will have the following characteristics:

Sound plan, design, schedule, and funding for summer school that will meet anticipated student needs, if applicable.
Well-designed plans and identified funding for extracurricular and co-curricular activities, programs, and services that will meet
anticipated student needs and provide enrichment experiences that are in alignment with the Academic Plan. 

1. If applicable, briefly describe any summer school programs the proposed school will offer;
how the programs are integral to the proposed school’s academic plan; the schedule and length
of the program; how the program will meet anticipated student needs; and how the programs
will be funded. If the programs will not be implemented in the first year of operation, describe
the timeline for implementation.

Note: If this question does not apply, simply respond “Not Applicable,” and state the reason this question is not applicable to the
proposed school or plan.

"NOT APPLICABLE" A summer school program is not integral in our academic plan. If a summer program were to be offered it
would be based on student need and desire. It would be funded through fees charged for the program.

2. If applicable, describe any extracurricular or co-curricular activities or programs the proposed
school will offer; how they are integral to the proposed school’s academic plan; how often they
will occur; how they will meet anticipated student needs; and how they will be funded. If the
activities or programs will not be implemented in the first year of operation, describe the
timeline for implementation.

Note: If this question does not apply, simply respond “Not Applicable,” and state the reason this question is not applicable to the
proposed school or plan.

Not Applicable at this time. Our extracurricular activities have always been proposed by student interest and ran by the schools Parent
Group. At this time we are not in a position to anticipate the desires of the students or parents. The program has been funded through a
fee charged for service with scholarships awarded when needed funded by the federal tax credit.
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F. Special Populations and At-Risk Students

F. Special Populations and At-Risk Students

NOTE:  The proposed school will be linked to the District/Complex Area Special Education Office (“DES”) in the proposed school’s
geographic area.  Special education services will be coordinated out of the district office, as they are for all public schools. The charter
school must ensure that each of its students with an individualized education program (“IEP”) receives all special education supports
identified in the student’s IEP. The range of services may include related services, such as occupational and physical therapy,
orientation and mobility training, adapted physical education, or assistive technology. Special education eligibility or the existence of
an IEP is not a factor that a charter school can take into account when considering students for enrollment.

All charter schools must ensure that a Free and Appropriate Public Education (“FAPE”) can be provided for all enrolled students with
disabilities.  Once formed, the proposed school will consult with its DES to explore options for meeting the requirements of the offer
of FAPE.  The DES will review all of the current IEPs of special education students enrolled in the school and may offer staff, funding,
or both to the school based upon the same per-pupil weighted formula used to allocate resources for special education students in
DOE-operated schools.  Applicants are expected to be familiar with and comply with all special education laws and requirements. 

Evaluation Criteria.  A strong response will have the following characteristics:

Demonstrated understanding of, and capacity to fulfill, state and federal obligations and requirements pertaining to students with
special needs, including students with an IEP or Section 504 plan, ELL students, students performing below grade level, students
identified as intellectually gifted, homeless students, and students at risk of academic failure or dropping out.
For each of the aforementioned groups (and any other groups the applicant identifies), a comprehensive and compelling plan or
explanation for:

How the evidence from which the projection of anticipated special needs populations was derived.
Curriculum, daily schedule, staffing plans, instructional strategies, and resources that will be designed to meet the diverse needs of all
students.
Methods for appropriate identification and avoidance of misidentification and how these methods will be funded.
Specific instructional programs, practices, and strategies the proposed school will employ to do things like provide a continuum of
services; ensure students’ equitable access to general education curriculum; ensure academic success; and opportunities the proposed
school will employ or provide to enhance students’ abilities.
Monitoring, assessing, and evaluating the progress and success of students.    
For proposed schools with a high school division, a plan to promote graduation.
Plans to have qualified staff adequate for the anticipated special needs population.
If the proposed school’s plan contains a virtual or blending learning program, a clear description of how the virtual component
addresses students with special needs.

Clear illustration of how the proposed curriculum and academic plan will accommodate the academic needs of students performing
below grade level and a clear description of the supports and instructional strategies that will support students in meeting and
exceeding standards.
Clear description of how proposed school will identify students that would benefit from accelerated learning opportunities, illustration
of how the proposed curriculum will accommodate those performing above grade level, and a comprehensive description of the
supports that will ensure the students are challenged and able to access the level of rigor that aligns with the students’ individualized
needs.

1. Outline the overall plan to serve students with special needs, including but not limited to
students with IEPs or Section 504 plans; ELL students; students performing below grade level;
students identified as intellectually gifted; homeless students; and students at risk of academic
failure or dropping out. For each of these types of students, describe the following:

 a. The percentage of the anticipated student population that will likely have special needs and the evidence or data that was used to 
make this determination; 
b. How the curriculum, daily schedule, staffing plans, instructional strategies, and resources will be designed to meet the diverse needs 
of all students; 
c. Methods for identifying potential students with special needs, how these methods will be funded, and how misidentification will be
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avoided; 
d. Specific instructional programs, practices, and strategies the proposed school will employ to do things like provide a continuum of
services; ensure students’ equitable access to general education curriculum; ensure academic success; and opportunities the proposed
school will employ or provide to enhance students’ abilities; 
e. Plans for monitoring, assessing, and evaluating the progress and success of students with special needs.  For students with special
education needs, the plan should ensure the attainment of each student’s IEP goals.  For ELL students, plans should include how to exit
students from ELL services; 
f. For proposed schools that have a high school division, plans for promoting graduation; 
g. Plans to have qualified staff adequate for the anticipated special needs population, especially during the beginning of the first year;
and 
h. If the proposed school’s plan contains a virtual or blended learning program, include a description of how this program addresses
students with special needs.  This may include IEP meetings and modifications, as necessary, for transitioning to a fully or partially
online learning program.

Anticipated Special Population and high needs students : percentage of total student population: 14% IEP, 13% ELL, 30% Performing 
below grade, 6% Gifted (see note below), <2% Homeless (HCY), 20% At risk (some students will likely fall into multiple categories). 
 
Child Find: Procedures outlined in this section are used to identify students qualified to receive IEP, ELL, HCY, and Student At Risk 
services appropriate for their needs and that are effective. 
 
Identification, Referral, Exiting Services, and Modifications: K-12 grade students suspected of having qualifying conditions or 
circumstances are located and identified by a variety of means. Additionally, the process of exiting service and/or designations shall 
follow the same process for qualifying for services or by simple written notification of intent from a person with authority to submit 
such a document on behalf of the student. All intervention plans shall be review each year and follow an expedited version of the 
identification process. Referrals may be made based on screening instruments, the concerns of parents, teachers, administrators, public 
agencies, persons whom have interacted with the student, or recommendation from a student’s previous school. Upon receipt of a 
concern about a child’ or a request for an evaluation from a Parent ALL will attempt to obtain the appropriate parent consent, complete 
ALL’s Child Find Tracking Form, and assign the Initial Planning Process Team Leader. 
 
General Screening: Throughout the academic year, all students are informally observed, regarding: language skills; grade level 
performance; and disabilities related to cognition, motor skills, social/emotional skills, speech, language, and adaptive development. 
All new and transferring students, without sufficient records to rule out qualifying conditions, are screened. All initial screening will be 
completed within 45 days of a completed enrollment (enrollment is considered complete on the first day a student attends school). 
Students identified with suspected qualifying conditions are provided with in-depth evaluations appropriate to the suspected condition. 
We avoid, as much as possible, interfering with students’ regular education or inconveniencing their families. Our goal is to inform 
parents of the availability services when it is indicated that a student qualifies and/or will benefit from such services. Because we place 
screening, identification, and determination of eligibility on an expedited schedule, and because a referred student’s assessment team is 
comprised of many participants, it is not always possible to accommodate everyone’s requests regarding meeting times. ALL 
participants, including parents, teacher, professionals and administrators are expected to attend scheduled meetings. 
 
Initial Planning Process Team Lead (Team Leader): Once the initial screening process is complete and/or referrals are received, 
students suspected of having qualifying conditions are assigned a “Team Leader” with the appropriate expertise. This person is 
responsible for sharing information and gathering relevant child and family information. Parents’ timely response to the Team Leader’s 
requests for documents, information, and the return of required forms is appreciated. The Team Leader is responsible for coordinating 
and scheduling evaluations, events, participant involvement, and meetings. The “Team Leader” will ensure that screening will be 
completed within 45 days of a completed enrollment. The Team Leader will follow the process from the initial planning process 
through the delivery of services. The Team Leader shall remain the contact person throughout the entire determination process and 
subsequent delivery of services. 
 
Evaluation and Assessment: Though an expedited evaluation and assessment period the referred student’s unique strengths and needs 
is ascertained and eligibility for services is determined. If a student is confirmed to be eligible for services, the extent of the condition 
is determined, the condition documented, and services for which the student is eligible are defined. The initial evaluation is completed 
as soon as possible but should not exceed 60 calendar days from receipt of the parent or guardian’s informed consent. 
 
Eligibility determination: Not all students who are identified as needing intervention are eligible for services, nor are those services 
appropriate or beneficial. Students who might benefit from intervention but do not qualify for services may nonetheless receive 
intervention through the normal education intervention services. Such services may include intensive tutoring, extended day homework 
helper, reading workshop, computer assisted practice, school and home behavioral interdiction, or other appropriate interventions. 
 
Any student meeting the minimum requirements for promotion or graduation consistent with the standard ALL requirements or as 
modified in an IEP as appropriate, shall be promoted or graduated when such requirements shall be met by said student. Delivery of
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appropriate services shall be by staff qualified to deliver those services. 
 
English as a Second Language (ELL): The language of general subject matter instruction and instructional materials, at ALL, are in
English. Students K-12, whose primary home language is not English, will be receive an appropriate evaluated to determine their
English language proficiency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students who do not receive a composite score of
“proficient” and who are acquiring English as a second language may be asked to participate in a Structured English Immersion setting
for a transition period. Our goal is for every ELL to attain fluent English proficiency within a year. Students who receive English
Language Development instruction will be provided with reasonable accommodations and appropriate interventions in all relevant
subject areas. It may be determined that some students will benefit from additional educational services. Interventions may include
instruction designed to correct skill or knowledge deficits. A qualifying student may be required to be tested twice during in a year but
no student will be required to take the test more than three times in a year. Continuing ELL students will be reassessed once at the end
of each school year. 
 
ALL Homeless Policy: No student shall be discriminated against, segregated nor stigmatized based on their homeless status. Barriers
to the enrollment and retention of Homeless Children and Youth (HCY) are diminished as much as is reasonably possible. Homeless
students are defined as individuals lacking a fixed, regular nighttime residence including but not limited to the following: 
 
1. Sharing the housing of other persons due to loss of housing or economic hardship. 
2. Living in motels, hotels, trailer parks or camping grounds due to lack of alternative adequate accommodations. 
3. Living in emergency, transitional or domestic violence shelters. 
4. Abandoned in hospitals. 
5. Awaiting foster care placement. 
6. Living in public or private places not designed for or ordinarily used as regular sleeping accommodations for human beings. 
7. Living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings, substandard housing, transportation stations or similar settings. 
8. Living as migratory children in conditions described in previous examples. 
9. Living as run-away children. 
10. Abandoned or forced out of homes by parents/guardians or caretakers. 
11. Living as school age unwed mothers in houses for unwed mothers if they have no other living accommodations. 
The Homeless Education Liaison ensures that HCY are: identified, enrolled in school, receiving appropriated educational services, and
informed of available resources and opportunities. Additionally, the Liaison shall perform the following tasks: 
1. Coordinate the delivery of services with the local agencies that provide services to homeless children and youth and families, 
2. Facilitate the transfer of records from other schools districts the student attended, 
3. Ensure all staff are trained regarding HCY, 
4. Ensure homeless students have appropriate transportation to and from school. 
5. Communicate with state and local housing agencies responsible for comprehensive and affordable housing, 
6. Ensure that a public notice of the educational rights of HCY is appropriately and timely posted. 
 
HCY Education Dispute Policy and Procedures: HCY students have the same rights and responsibilities as Non-HCY students.
Properly identified HCY students accused of an infraction are entitled to appeal administrative expulsions or suspensions to the ALL
Governing Board during a regularly scheduled meetings or at the prerogative of the Board, a special meeting. A written request for a
hearing must be received five or more working days prior to a regularly scheduled Board meeting. A quorum of Board members must
be present to consider an appeal. HCY students may remain enrolled until the dispute is settled, however any student who is disruptive
or who presents a viable risk to other students, staff members, or school property may not remain on campus. Written Governing Board
decisions will be provided.

2. Identify any other special needs populations and at-risk groups that the proposed school
expects to serve, whether through data related to a specifically targeted school or geographic
area or more generalized analysis of the population to be served. For each of these other
identified groups, describe the elements listed above in Section III.F.1.a–h. Describe the
evidence or data that was used to determine that the proposed school should anticipate serving
the population.

Note: If this question does not apply, simply respond “Not Applicable,” and state the reason this question is not applicable to the
proposed school or plan.

Not Applicable no evidence shown

3. Illustrate how the proposed curriculum and academic plan will accommodate the academic
needs of students performing below grade level. Describe supports in place, as well as
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instructional strategies beyond special education that will support underperforming students in
meeting and exceeding standards over time.

this has been sited in other areas of the application. Our entire program accommodates the needs of all students regradless of their
classification.

4. Describe how the proposed school will identify students who would benefit from accelerated
learning opportunities through its assessment of students’ needs. Illustrate how the proposed
curriculum will accommodate those performing above grade level. Describe supports as
instructional strategies to ensure that these students are challenged and able to access the level of
rigor that aligns with students’ individualized needs.

Our program and curriculum focuses on all students above and below grade level. this has been answered in other sections of the
application.
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G. Academic Plan Capacity 

G. Academic Plan Capacity 

Evaluation Criteria.  A strong response will have the following characteristics:

Evidence that the key members of the proposed school’s academic team have the collective qualifications (which may include, but is
not limited to, documented and relevant credentials and experience reflected in the resumes of all members and an understanding, as
demonstrated by the application responses, of challenges, issues, and requirements associated with running a charter school) to
implement the school’s Academic Plan successfully, including capacities in areas such as school leadership, administration, and
governance; curriculum, instruction, and assessment; performance management; and parent or guardian and community engagement.
Clear ties to and/or knowledge of the community in the area where the facility is or will be located and/or areas where the anticipated
student population will come from.
Evidence that any organizations, agencies, or consultants that are essential to successful planning, establishing, and implementation of
the plan are committed to an ongoing role with the proposed school, if applicable.
If the school director is identified:  Evidence of the school director’s experience in and ability to design, launch, and lead a charter
school that will effectively serve the anticipated student population, as well as evidence that the proposed leader is well qualified to
implement the Academic Plan being proposed.  A thorough recruiting and selection process where candidates were screened using
rigorous criteria and selected based on experience and ability to design, launch, and lead a charter school.
If the school director is not yet identified:  An appropriate job description or  qualifications and criteria that is designed to recruit a
school director with the experience  in and ability to design, launch, and lead a charter school that will effectively serve the anticipated
student population and implement the Academic Plan.  A clear and appropriate timeline that aligns with the proposed school’s start up
plan and a comprehensive plan for a thorough recruiting and selection process where candidates will be screened using rigorous
criteria.
Appropriate responsibilities and qualifications for the school’s leadership or management team beyond the school director.

If there are any members of the proposed school’s leadership team or management team beyond the school director who are identified:
Evidence that the individuals demonstrate the qualifications, capacities, and commitment to carry out their designated roles to ensure
the success of the proposed school.
If there are any members of the proposed school’s leadership team or management team beyond the school director who are not yet
identified:  Sound job description or qualification, timeline, criteria, and process for recruiting and hiring the leadership team. 

1. Identify the key members of the applicant’s team that will play a substantial role in the
successful implementation of the Academic Plan. These may include current or proposed
governing board members, school leadership or management, and any essential partners who
will play an important ongoing role in the proposed school’s development and operation.

2. Describe the academic team’s individual and collective qualifications for implementing the
proposed school’s Academic Plan successfully, including capacity in areas such as:

a. School leadership, administration, and governance;
b. Curriculum, instruction, and assessment;
c. Performance management; and
d. Parent and community engagement.

David Lee Jones is currently the CEO of Accelerated Elementary and Secondary Schools. He will serve as CEO/Superintendent for 
ALL-Hawaii. 
 
Marcus Calhoun Lopez is currently the Math and Science Department Head at Accelerated Learning Laboratory. He will serve as 
Director of Research and Development for ALL-Hawaii. 
 
Suzette Holt is currently the Early Childhood Center Department Head at Accelerated Learning Laboratory Elementary School. She 
will serve as Principal for ALL-Hawaii. 
 
Olga McDaniel is currently ALL’s Bookkeeper and Manager of Business Relations. She is creative, highly detailed orientated, and
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understands standard accounting practices. Additionally she is a Statistician. She will serve as Business Manager and Statistician for
ALL-Hawaii 
 
Peter Kwan is currently the Vice President of Operations at Delta Construction Corporation. He is expected to serve on the
ALL-Hawaii Advisory Board. 
 
David Jones has provided oversight for Accelerated Elementary and Secondary Schools (AESS) since 1998. Under his leadership
AESS has: achieved a 100% graduation and 100% college attendance rate; been designated as a Title I High Performance Reward
School; and America’s 6th Most Challenging High School. He has designed curricula and authored content materials that have been
used in many schools districts. He has served as a Career-ladder instructor and through the “Cognitive Learning Project” his team
trained teachers from urban, suburban, and rural school districts. In addition he provided teacher training and educational consulting
services to schools in China including “Lushan International Experimental School”. 
 
Marcus Calhoun Lopez comes from a family of educators and has been involved in education all of his professional life. He has taught
students at the University of Maryland, Iowa State University where he finished his Ph.D., University of Chicago where he finished his
B.A., and Accelerated Learning Laboratory Secondary School. Additionally, Marcus authored several noteworthy papers in
mathematics. Marcus is the author of ALL’s management software. 
 
Suzette Holt is a Master Teacher and has been with ALL-Tucson, since 1999. She has completed innumerable hours of in-service
training over the many years of her service. Her student learning outcomes have been extraordinary every year! Her management style
is professional, supportive and focused on teacher improvement. 
 
Olga McDaniel has many years of experience as a Statistician in Kharkov, Ukraine. Although, at ALL, her primary work is in business
relations and bookkeeping, she is anticipated to provide services related to ongoing statistical analysis of the effectiveness of ALL’s
educational systems (fine-grained), item analysis of the content, and the correlation of instructional elements (multivariate groupings)
with subsections of the state adopted test. 
 
Peter Kwan is longtime businessman working in Hawaii. His diverse knowledge of local custom and professional practices has been
invaluable to ALL. Peter is an idealist who wishes to improve the lives people in his community. His altruistic social values are
consistent with ALL’s and we look forward to a long and successful partnership. His participation on ALL’s advisory board would be
instrumental to ALL’s smooth interface with the community. 
 
See II.A.5.

3. Describe the academic team’s ties to and/or knowledge of the community in the geographic
area where the facility is or will be and/or areas where the anticipated student population will
come from. 

At the present time, the majority of the academic team is not familiar with the community or the geographic area, but are willing to
visit and learn as much as possible as well as reaching out to the community.

4. Identify any organizations, agencies, or consultants that are essential partners in planning and
establishing the proposed school, along with a brief description of their current and planned
roles and any resources they have contributed or plan to contribute to the proposed school’s
development. Include, as Attachment M (no page limit), existing evidence of support from such
entities and whether such entities are committed to an ongoing role with the proposed school, if
applicable. Evidence would be letters of intent or commitment, memoranda of understanding,
and/or contracts.

See attachment

Attachment M (no page limit)

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

(No response)
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5. Identify any organizations, agencies, or consultants that are essential to the successful
implementation of the Academic Plan, along with a brief description of their current and
planned roles. Include, as Attachment N (no page limit), existing evidence of support from such
entities and whether such entities are committed to an ongoing role with the proposed school, if
applicable. Evidence would be letters of intent or commitment, memoranda of understanding,
and/or contracts.

See attachment

Attachment N (no page limit)

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

(No response)

6. School Director. 

Is the proposed school director known at this point ?

Yes

a. If known, identify the school director. Provide, as Attachment O (no page limit), the resume
for this individual. Summarize the school director’s academic and organizational leadership
record, and briefly discuss how this individual’s experience qualifies him or her to lead the
proposed school in achieving its mission. Describe evidence of the school director’s ability to
effectively serve the anticipated population and implement the Academic Plan. Describe the
recruiting and selection process used in selecting the school director and provide the criteria
used.

See CV

Attachment O (no page limit)

Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-zTDSxqwDLJ/SKMBT_C55214120114550[1].pdf

7. Management Team. Describe the positions that will make up the proposed school’s
management team beyond the school director, if any.

Are the individuals who will fill these positions known at this point ?

No

b. If not known, provide as Attachment R (no page limit) the job descriptions or qualifications
and criteria that will be used to select these positions. Describe the timeline, recruiting, and
selection process for recruiting and hiring these individuals.

If we are approved, job openings and job descriptions will be advertised through whichever venue is allowed for us to use to recruit
and hire. This will take place as soon as we have all pertinent information and we will ensure that we are fully staffed prior to opening
day.

Attachment R (no page limit) 
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Note: Uploaded files should be .pdf files only unless otherwise instructed.

assets/survey-uploads/34569/1920831-sNCTdqO5Gr/Attachment R School Leadership and management team.pdf
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H. Conversion Charter School Additional Academic Information

H. Conversion Charter School Additional Academic Information

 Is the applicant proposing to convert an existing DOE school into a charter school?

No



1 
10/2014 

 
 

 

Enrollment Plan 

Grade Level 

Number of Students 

Year 1 

2016 

Year 2 

2017 

Year 3 

2018 

Year 4 

2019 

Year 5 

2020 

Capacity 

2021 

Brick & 
Mortar/ 

Blended vs. 
Virtual 

B&M/ 
Blended 

Virtual 
 

B&M/ 
Blended 

Virtual 
 

B&M/ 
Blended 

Virtual 
 

B&M/ 
Blended 

Virtual 
 

B&M/ 
Blended 

Virtual 
 

B&M/ 
Blended 

Virtual 
 

K 20  20  40  40  40  40  

1 20  20  25  40  40  40  

2 20  20  25  25  40  40  

3 20  20  20  25  25  40  

4   20  20  20  25  25  

5     20  20  25  25  

6       80  25  25  

7         80  25  

8           80  

9           20  

10           20  

11           10  

12           10  

Subtotals             

Totals 80 100 150 250 300 400 
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Ewa Makai Middle Address:91-6291 Kapolei Parkway Ewa Beach, Hawaii 96706 Grade Levels:7th grade; 8th grade James Campbell High Address:91-980 North RdEwa Beach, Hawaii 96706 Grade Levels:9th grade; 10th grade; 11th grade; 12th grade  2,827 studentsKapolei Middle Address:91-5335 Kapolei ParkwayKapolei, Hawaii 96707 Grade Levels:6th grade; 7th grade; 8th grade 1,464 studentsKapolei HighAddress:91-5007 Kapolei ParkwayKapolei, Hawaii 96707 Grade Levels:9th grade; 10th grade; 11th grade; 12th grade 2,045 students



Attachment C: 

 

Kapolei Elementary-Public (K-5) 

Makakilo Elementary-Public (K-5) 

Mauka Lani Elementary-Public (K-5) 

Barbers Point Elementary-Public (K-5) 

Ewa Beach Elementary-Public (K-6) 

Ewa Elementary Public (K-6) 

Iroquois Point Elementary-Public (K-6) 

Pohakea Elementary-Public (K-6) 

Kaimiloa Elementary-Public (K-6) 

Holomua Elementary-Public (K-6) 

Keoneula Elementary-Public (K-6) 

Kapolei Middle-Public (7-8) 

Llima Intermediate-Public (7-8) 

Ewa Makai Middle-Public (7-8) 

Kapolei High-Public (9-12) 

james Campbell High-Public (9-12) 

American Renaisance Academy-Private (K-11) 

Island Pacific Academy-Private (Prek-12) 

Seagull School-Private (PreK-1) 

 



Attachment D  

 Goals and Metrics 

        Entry level is the average percentage of students who received a proficient score on the State 

Assessment (Smarter Balanced) in the subject indicated for the schools in the prospective area of ALL-

Hawaii. 

The Year represents the percentage of students that ALL-Hawaii anticipates will reach a proficient score 

on the State Assessment after attending ALL. 

                                 

Math Entry Level Year-1 Year-2 Year-3 Year-4 Year-5 

Grade-3 65% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 

Grade-4 63% - 80% 85% 90% 95% 

Grade-5 58% - - 85% 90% 95% 

Grade-6 56% - - - 90% 95% 

Grade-7 51% - - - - 95% 

Grade-8 54% - - - - - 

Grade-10 51% - - - - - 

                             

Reading Entry Level Year-1 Year-2 Year-3 Year-4 Year-5 

Grade-3 70% 80% 85% 85% 90% 95% 

Grade-4 73% - 80% 85% 90% 95% 

Grade-5 70% - - 85% 90% 95% 

Grade-6 76% - - - 90% 95% 

Grade-7 73% - - - - 95% 

Grade-8 75% - - - - - 

Grade-10 75% - - - - - 

                                

Science Entry Level Year-1 Year-2 Year-3 Year-4 Year-5 

Grade-3 0 - - - - - 

Grade-4 33% - 60% 75% 80% 90% 

Grade-5 0 - - - - - 

Grade-6 0 - - - - - 

Grade-7 24% - - - - 95% 

Grade-8 24% - - - - - 

Grade-10 0 - - - - - 

 

 

 



Attachment D - Goals and Metrics 

 

ALL-Hawaii will use all of DOE-Hawaii’s state assessments (Smarter Balanced).  

The table shows what the excepted entry level of students will be, based on 

previous test scores.  ALL-Hawaii expects to exceed those targets each year.   

ALL-Hawaii expects to have a 95% attendance rate by our second year. 

ALL in Tucson has a record of 100% graduation rate and 100% college acceptance 

rate.  ALL-Hawaii will have the same expectations for 100% of our students. 

 

We will determine if freshman are on track by using the scores from the ACT 

Explore Exam. 

 

 

 

 

 



Attachment E contains specific diagnostic, benchmark/interim, formative, and summative assessments that will be used for each all grade levels. 

Timing of administration is daily. RATIONALE: Supported by research on feedback loops, distributed practice, and motivation; content is highly correlated to 

outcomes state mandated tests.  

 

The following are some samples of hardcopy instructions utilized electronically in ALL’s management software. They provide insight as to how ALL collects, 

analyzes, and uses the indicated data. Please refer to III.B.3, III.B.3.  ALL utilizes an integrated data collection, evaluation, analysis, and instructional design the 

locks all components of the system together. Forgive us if the system seems complex. It is. However it is easy to use and has the effect of reducing teacher and 
administrator load while at the same time it provides fine-grained, meaningful data analysis used to greatly improve and manage an individualized education in 

a group setting. 

 

Form “A” / Each instructor shall complete one Form A for each subject area taught in accordance to the following guidelines. 

 

A. S-Baseline: The Subject-Baseline represents where each student finished (level of academic achievement) the year before (or the end of the 
instructional period) in the content subject under consideration. The S-Baseline must be based on objective and reliable data. S-Baselines are 

determined once each year and are used as a starting point to evaluate: each student’s yearly growth as well as incremental progress toward 

individualized goals, student grades, and teacher effectiveness. The S-Baseline shall be established using one of the following:  

 Content Series Baselines: The highest “Trial” number achieved by a specific student in the subject at the end of the prior year becomes 

the next year’s baseline and starting point. 

 Deferred Baselines: For classrooms in which all students begin a series on the same trial (Expert and/or Challenge) number, 

determination of a baseline is deferred until the middle of the first quarter. The baseline then becomes the highest “Trial” number achieved at 
that point in time.  

 Placement-exam Baseline: For classrooms in which the majority of students have progressed through a series and are on divergent 

“trial” numbers, baselines for new students are determined by administering a school provided placement exam. 
  

a. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists’ Classrooms 

1. The entire population of students assigned to any one specialist teacher is treated as that specialist’s “virtual” classrooms.  For 
the purposes of Form “A” each Specialist shall have two classrooms, one comprised of students whose regular classroom is in 

the elementary school and the other comprised of students whose regular classrooms are in the secondary school. This shall be 

done regardless of student load, student grade, age, or disability.   
2. Each specialist teacher shall complete a separate “Form A” for each subject listed in Ab1-4 above for both their Virtual 

Elementary and Virtual Secondary classrooms.  
3. The S-Baseline “Trial” number for each student shall be the same as assigned by the regular classroom teacher.   

 

B. SB-Rank: The Subject Baseline Rank represents each student’s baseline rank in a given subject relative to each other student’s in the current 
classroom.   

a. Elementary Classrooms: Each student’s S-Baseline ranking shall be determined for the given subject relative to the student’s current 

classroom by ranking the baseline numbers for each student in descending order and assigning the appropriate “rank” number to each 
student. (The student with the highest trial number is ranked “1”.  The lowest ranked, equals the total number of baseline scores in that 

subject within the classroom. Neither grade nor age shall be considered.) NOTE: Because students will be listed in rank-order based on 

their average rank for all subjects (ASB-Rank) and not based on the single subject rank (SB-Rank), ranking scores in this column will not 

be sequentially ordered. 

b. Secondary Classrooms: The S-Baseline numbers for all students studying the subject in the current classroom shall be ranked in 

descending order and the appropriate “rank” number assigned to each student (the student with the highest trial number is ranked “1”, the 
lowest ranked, equals the total number of in the classroom or period. Neither grade nor age shall be considered.) In single subject 

secondary classrooms, this column shall be sequentially ordered with the highest performing student at the top. 

c. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists’ Classrooms:  
1. The SB-Rank shall be expressed as a common fraction with a numerator and denominator 

2. The numerator shall be the SB-Rank assigned by the regular classroom teacher for this subject. 

3. The denominator shall be the total number of students studying this subject in the regular teacher’s classroom.  
4. Note: Because these are mixed rankings, several may cluster and the group as a whole may not demonstrate the full range of 

ranking possible.   

5. Because students listed on this form will be rank-order based on the average rank of each student across all subjects (ASB-
Rank) the single subject rank numbers (SB-Rank) in this column will not be ordered. 

  

C. SB-Quotient: The Subject Baseline Quotient represents each student’s baseline performance in a given subject relative to all other students in the 
current classroom. Because all students in a single classroom may not all be working on the same series in a content area, resulting in a different “N” 

for each content subject, “quotients” will be used to find each student’s average rank across all subjects  (ASB-Quotient.)  

a. Elementary: The SB-Quotient is calculated by dividing the SB-Rank by the total number of students studying that subject in that 

classroom and subtracting that number from one. The SB-Quotient is calculated for each student for each subject and recorded on the 

appropriated Form “A”  

b. Secondary: The SB-Quotient shall be calculated by dividing the SB-Rank by the total number of ranked students in the period or class 
and subtracting that number from one.  

c. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists:  

1. Elementary: For students in the Specialist’s Virtual Elementary Classroom, the SB-Rank shall be the same as the regular 
classroom teachers.  

2. Secondary: For students in the Specialist’s Virtual Secondary Classroom, the SB-Rank shall be the same as the regular 

classroom teachers.   
 

D. ASB-Quotient: The Average Subject Baseline Quotient represents each student’s rank averaged across all subjects, relative classmates in the current 

classroom.    
a. Elementary: Each student’s SB-Quotients for all subjects studied by that student shall be added together and then divided by the number 

of quotients added, to produce the student’s average quotient across all subjects (ASB-Quotient).  

b. Secondary: Column left blank (single subject classrooms are not averaged on Form “A”)  
c. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists    

1 - SB-Rank = SB-Quotient 
# ranked S 

 

SB-Quotient = ASB-Quotient 
# Quotients 

 



1. Elementary: The ASB- Quotient shall be the same as assigned by the regular classroom teacher. Note: These quotients 

represent relative performance in the regular classroom for each student in the Specialists virtual classroom.  
2. Secondary: For students in the Specialist’s secondary classroom, the SB-Ranking number from each of a student’s periods or 

classes shall be added together and then divided by the number of items added, to produce that student’s average quotient 

across all subjects (ASB-Quotient).   
 

E. ASB-Rank: The Average Subject Baseline Rank represents each student’s baseline rank averaged across all relevant subjects relative to students in 

the current classroom.  
a. Elementary: Each student’s ASB-Quotient shall be ranked in descending ordered and assigned the appropriate “rank” number (ASB-

Rank) (i.e., the student with the highest ASB-Quotient is ranked “1”.  The lowest rank equals the total number of students in the 

classroom.. Neither grade nor age shall be considered.   
b. Secondary: For each single subject regular secondary school classroom, the ASB-Rank column should be disregarded although the rank-

ordered ASB-Rank column will match the SB-Rank column. 

c. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists: 
1. Elementary: The SB-Quotient shall be used to produce a rank-order (ASB-Rank) of students that comprise the Specialist’s 

classroom. Note: The ASB-Rank represent a student’s rank in the Specialist’s classroom relative to each student’s rank in the 

regular teacher’s classroom averaged across all relevant content subjects.  
2. Secondary: Each student’s ASB-Quotient shall be ranked in descending ordered and assigned the appropriate “rank” number 

(ASB-Rank) (i.e., the student with the highest ASB-Quotient number is ranked “1”.  The lowest ranked number equals the 

total number of baseline scores within the classroom.  
 

F. Preparedness: The rank-ordered list of students shall be divided into three equal groups and tentatively identified as high, adequate, and low 

(preliminary list of Targeted Students). After the Targeted populations of students are identified and any additional students are moved from the high 
or adequate groups into the “targeted groups” the three groups remain unaltered for the remainder of the academic year regardless of student 

performance.  

a. Elementary: The rank-ordered (ASB-Rank) list of students shall be divided into three equal groups.  
1. The first group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “High”  

2. The second group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “Adequate”  

3. The third group in the list of students shall be tentatively be identified as “targeted”                    
b. Secondary:  The rank-ordered (SB-Rank) list of students shall be divided into three equal groups.  

1. The first group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “High”  

2. The second group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “Adequate” 
3. The third group in the list of students  shall be tentatively identified as “Targeted”                                   

c. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists: 

1. Elementary & Secondary Virtual Classrooms: The ASB-Rank ordered lists of students produced for the Specialists classrooms 
shall be divided into three equal groups.  

i. The first group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “High”  

ii. The second group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “Adequate” 
iii. The third group in the list of students shall be tentatively identified as “Targeted”                    

 

G. Targeted: Targeted Students in each classroom: Identifies groups of students who display the lowest performance and who warrant intensive 

intervention. After Targeted populations of students are identified and any additional students are moved from the high or adequate groups into the 

“targeted groups” targeted groups remain unaltered for the remainder of the academic year regardless of student performance. 

a. Elementary & Secondary Students in regular education classrooms: Students who are not already in the targeted groups but scored “FFB” 
or “A” in any content area on the prior year AIMS shall be moved from the high or adequate groups into targeted groups.   

b. Special Education & Instructional Intervention Specialists / Elementary & Secondary Virtual classrooms: Students who are not already in 

the targeted groups but scored “FFB” or “A” in any content area on the prior year AIMS shall be moved from the high or adequate groups 
into targeted groups.   

 

H. Grade Level: Student’s grade level  
 

I. Grade Equivalent Benchmarks / Normal Grade Level Equivalent (NGL-Benchmark) by Subject: The NGL provides benchmarks in Accelerated 
Learning Laboratory’s instructional materials that are predictive of student performance on the AIMS. Subject areas tested by AIMS are aligned with 

a “Trial” number in the appropriate subject series relevant to grade. The NGL-Benchmark shall be taken from the chart supplied by the 

administration.    
 

J. Classroom-wide Student Learning Objectives by Subject (CS-SLO): Provides reasonable-but-rigorous individualized academic goals for all students 

in all relevant subject areas.  To determine the C-SLO in each subject, the number of contact weeks shall be multiplied by 2 and this product shall be 
added to each student’s baseline numbers for each subject.   

 

K. Year End Classroom-wide Subject Student Learning Objectives (Y-end CS- SLO): Indicates the degree to which the goal for each student is meet in 
each subject.  

  

L. Year End Classroom-wide Subject Average Student Learning Objectives (Y-end CSA- SLO): Indicates the degree to which the goal is meet for each 
student averaged across relevant subjects.  

 

M. Targeted Student Learning Objectives by Subject (T-SLO): For each targeted student, his/her Grade Equivalent Benchmark and C-SLO shall be 
determined for each relevant subject including the number of trials for each. The larger of the two numbers shall be multiplied by .8 to arrive at the 

students T-SLO for each subject. T-SLO’s are calculated for only Targeted Students.  

 
N. Year End Targeted Student Learning Objectives by Subject (Y-end T-SLO-S):  Indicates the degree to which the goal is meet for each targeted 

student in the relevant subject. 

 
Year End Targeted Student Learning Objectives Averaged across all Subjects (Y-end T-SLO-AS):  Indicates the degree to which goals are meet for each 

targeted student averaged across all subjects. 

 



Course Scope and Sequence Notes 
 
Content material / curriculum is organized in a stream. Students perform at their level of competence, not at grade levels above or 
below their ability. Students determined to be below grade level are provided with additional appropriate services. ALL students 
gain the equivalence of several grade levels in a singular year. Students not already above grade level, will often be above grade 
level after a few years.  
 
Curricular materials are logically sequenced and stepped by difficulty to challenge but not defeat the student.  The student’s 
control of academic choices substantially increases self-motivation, self-monitoring, and willingness to accept responsibility for 
ones own learning. Students are encouraged to be respectful but aggressive, self-directed, active learners. Most students acquire a 
thirst for learning with breath, depth, and tempo. Curriculum objectives are congruent with the academic standards for the state of 
Arizona and substantially exceed essential skills expectations for each grade level.   
 
 

To earn promotion or graduation, students must demonstrate adequate academic growth, successfully complete required course 
work, and exhibit competency at or above grade level. Adequate academic growth is defined by ALL as the difference between 
the academic level a student begins the school year and ends the school year. Students must demonstrate adequate “growth” 
regardless of grade level competence. Additional factors that may influence a decision to promote or retain include: on-time 
behavior, attendance rate, and learning/social behavior. A student who does not fulfill course requirements in any quarter may be 
given the opportunity to rectify deficiencies by attending interim sessions (fee based) summer school (fee based) or extended-day 
classes.  Students who wish to accelerate their academic growth but do not have deficiencies may also attend these extracurricular 
activities. Additionally, students must score at or above their grade level on two of the three areas tested on state provided tests to 
earn promotion to the next grade level. To receive credit for work accomplished during workshops, all make-up work must be 
completed and approved prior the first attendance day of the following academic year.  
 
At the beginning of 9th grade and continuing through 12th grade, students receive guidance focused on college selection and 
preparation. Students in secondary school (grades 6-12) can receive college credit for completing Advance placement classes and 
receiving a 4 or 5 on the AP examination.  Students successfully completing prerequisite classes, at earlier than expected grades, 
will be placed in advanced class. However, students remain obligated to fulfill the required number of credits in the required 
content areas during their secondary school years.  Students in secondary school may earn credit for completing college level 
courses whether or not those courses are taken on the ALL campus, and whether or not those courses are counted towards a 
college degree.  To be eligible for ALL credit, college level courses must be completed with a “B” or better and must satisfy 
specific content requirement. ALL written approval must be received prior to registering for any off campus course.  Please be 
apprised, not all courses taken at a college are college level nor do all college level classes satisfy minimum ALL standards.   
 

Advanced Placement courses: Secondary school students may participate in AP courses and testing. AP courses augment our 
secondary school (high school and middle school curricula and help students prepare for college. AP courses are equivalent to 
college-level work. AP tests provide objective measures of academic achievement and many colleges accept them for college 
credit.  Participation in AP testing is a reliable predictor used by colleges to assess student’s future success in college and have 
become an important factor when reviewing applications for admission and eligibility for scholarships.  AP tests, are designed, 
and scored by the College Board and administered at ALL. ALL is an approved AP testing site and students from other educational 
institutions may be tested during the same times ALL students are tested.  
 

Expert Trials / Formative Evaluations / Continuous Assessments:  provide for continuous evaluation and high student 
accountability.  These trials are attempted, by students throughout the week, often on a daily basis.  The trials are fine-grained.  
That is, unlike traditional tests, which are administered only two to three times a semester and only “sample” what is learned, 
Expert Trials evaluate detailed student knowledge and skills as well as general knowledge and skills. Trials specify a maximum 
testing time and a maximum number of errors (cut scores) for each level. Such instruments are often called ‘power tests’. If the 
maximum error rate or time limit is exceeded, a student must re-study and retake the same level the next day. If time and error 
rate is at or less than the specified limit, the next sequentially numbered trial is attempted.  If students wish, and the allotted 
time permits, they may complete more than one level per session.  This type of formative evaluation (the evaluation instrument 
is involved in both the teaching and evaluative process) helps students rapidly progress to their challenge level (instructional 
level).  If the student finds the learning task relatively easy, s/he is encouraged to increase the rate at which the evaluations are 
completed.  The Expert Trials are a mastery component in which students’ progress at rates commensurate with their effort. 
There is no penalty for repeating levels other than a reduction in rate of learning and delay in completing the requirements (a 
low rate of learning may limit the amount of knowledge acquired or delay graduation/promotion).  If students complete the 



evaluation materials and other requirements prior to the time other students complete this work, the student may choose to 
accelerate their acquisition of knowledge and/or enter an elective class. 

 



Su M Tu W Th F Sa 4 Independence day Su M Tu W Th F Sa 9 teacher work day No school

1 2 25-29 teacher work days 7/25 7/26 7/27 7/28 7/29 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 Students first day back 3rd qurter

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 Martin Luther King Jr. Day

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 5 teacher days    0 student days 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 29 30 31 16 teacher days   15 student days

31

Su M Tu W Th F Sa 1 students first day Su M Tu W Th F Sa 20 President's Day No school

1 2 3 4 5 6 15 Statehood Day No school 1 2 3 4

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 22 teacher days   22 student days 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

28 29 30 31 26 27 28 19 teacher days     19 student days

Su M Tu W Th F Sa 5 Labor Day No school Su M Tu W Th F Sa 17 last day of 3rd quarter

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 20-24 Spring Break No school

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 27 Kuhio Day No school

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 21 teacher days   21 student days 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 28 First Day of 4th quarter

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

25 26 27 28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 31 17 teacher days      17 student days

Su M Tu W Th F Sa 6 Last day of 1st quarter Su M Tu W Th F Sa 14 Good Friday No school

1 7 Teacher work day No students 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10-14 Fall Break No school 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 17-24 1 day no students Institute Day HSTA 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 19 teacher days     19 student days

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 16 teacher days   14 student days 30

Su M Tu W Th F Sa 8          Election Day No school     Su M Tu W Th F Sa 29 Memorial Day No school

1 2 3 4 5 11 Veterans Day No school 1 2 3 4 5 6

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 24 Thanksgiving No school 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 25      School HolidaySchool Holiday No school 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 22 teacher days    22 student days

27 28 29 30 28 29 30 31

18 teacher days  18 students days

Su M Tu W Th F Sa 16 Last Day of 2nd quarter Su M Tu W Th F Sa 1 Last Day of 4th quarter

1 2 3 19-30 Winter Break No school 1 2 3 2 teachers last day

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 teacher days    1 student day  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 12 teacher days   12 students days 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 25 26 27 28 29 30 total189 teacher days     180 student days
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Attachment I 

Typical Schedule for Secondary School   (grades 6-12) 

Hours would be from 8:00am-3:00pm Tuesday-Friday 

8:00am-2:00 on Monday for Teacher Training 

Students would have 6 one hour periods a day with a 60 minute lunch. Tuesday –Friday 

And 5 one hour periods on Monday 

Teachers would have a 45 minute planning period each day and a half hour lunch. 

Tuesday -Friday 

Period 1-Language Arts 

Period 2-Social Studies 

Period 3-Math 

Period 4-Science 

Period 5-World Language 

Period 6-Elective 

 

Monday 

Period 1-Lanuage Arts 

Period 2-Social Studies 

Period 3- Math 

Period 4-Science 

Period 5-World Language 
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10/2014 

 
 

 

 

Attachment J 

Staffing Chart 
Use the appropriate table below to outline the staffing plan for the proposed school.  Adjust or add 
functions and titles and add or delete rows as needed.  
 

Elementary School Staffing Model and Rollout 

Title 
Year 1 
2016 

Year 2 
2017 

Year 3 
2018 

Year 4 
2019 

Year 5 
2020 

Capacity 
2021 

Salary 
Range 

School Director 
1 1 1 1 1 1 60,000.-

65,000. 

Classroom Teachers (Core Subjects) 
4 5 7 8 9 10 42,660.-

54,750 

Student Support Position 1  
 

       

Specialized School Staff 1  
(Intervention Specialist)  

1 1 1 1 1 1 40,000-
60,000 

Specialized School Staff 2 [specify]        

Teacher Aides and Assistants 
1 1 1 1 1 1 15,000-

25,000 

School Operations Support Staff 
3 3 3 3 3 3 21,120-

30,000 

Total FTEs 10 11 13 14 15 16  

Total Salaries 
349,000-
459,000 

391,660-
513,750 

476,980-
623,250 

519,640-
678,000 

562,300-
732,750 

604,960-
787,500 

 

 

Secondary School Staffing Model and Rollout 

Title 
Year 1 
2016 

Year 2 
2017 

Year 3 
2018 

Year 4 
2019 

Year 5 
2020 

Capacity 
2021 

Salary 
Range 

School Director 
0 0 0 0 0 1 60,000.-

65,000. 

Assistant School Director        

Classroom Teachers (Core Subjects) 
0 0 0 3 4 5 42,660.-

54,750 

Student Support Position 1  
(Academic/College Counselor) 

0 0 0 0 1 1 40,000-
60,000 

Specialized School Staff 1 [specify]        

Teacher Aides and Assistants 
0 0 0 0 0 1 15,000-

25,000 

School Operations Support Staff 
0 0 0 0 1 2 21,120-

30,000 



 
 
 

2 
10/2014 

 
 

 

Total FTEs 0 0 0 3 6 10  

Total Salaries 
0 0 0 127,980-

164,250 
231,760-
309,000 

370,540-
483,750 

 

 
 
 

High School Staffing Model and Rollout 

Title 
Year 1 
20__ 

Year 2 
20__ 

Year 3 
20__ 

Year 4 
20__ 

Year 5 
20__ 

Capacity 
20__ 

Salary 
Range 

School Director        

Assistant School Director        

Dean(s)        

Add’l School Leadership Position 1 [specify]        

Add’l School Leadership Position 2 [specify]        

Add’l School Leadership Position 3 [specify]        

Classroom Teachers (Core Subjects)        

Classroom Teachers (Specials)        

Student Support Position 1  
[specify: e.g., Social Worker] 

       

Student Support Position 2 [specify]        

Specialized School Staff 1 [specify]        

Specialized School Staff 2 [specify]        

Teacher Aides and Assistants        

School Operations Support Staff        

Total FTEs        

Total Salary        

 



Attachment K   Typical school day from student’s perspective 

 

7:30a.m. I am excited to get to school.  I get to see my friends and prepare for my 

day.  What will I learn today?  As I gather my needed materials I can’t wait to 

show what I have learned and want to learn more. I show my friends what I am 

working on and they show me.   I hope that my classmates will do well on their 

work as well. I love the fast pace of reviewing and knowing that I will learn more 

from my teacher and friends.  I feel happy! It is fun to learn and know things.  It 

makes me feel happy to know it (the work) there is no stopping me I can keep 

trying  and show how much I have learned , what? Time is up but there is more to 

share.   Oh I got those wrong, that is ok my classmates are going to help me learn 

it.  We all make mistakes and learn from them.  Even my teacher makes mistakes 

some time.  She likes when we let her know so she can fix it. What story will we 

read today? I can’t wait to read aloud and tell what I think is happening.  Will I get 

to learn new words? Who will know the new words that I may not?  Words mean 

so many things.  What time for lunch already?  I ask my teacher can we go back in 

now. I want to learn more.  I love to say the names of the body parts and learn 

how they work.  We are all the same on the inside, it is so cool.  I cannot wait to 

get home and show my mom and dad what I have learned today.  I hope they let 

me teach them what I have learned and that I have time to complete my home 

work.  Wow the day goes so fast! I cannot wait for tomorrow!  My Mom and Dad 

cannot believe I am reading already and doing multiplication I am only in 

Kindergarten. 

 



Attachment L   typical school day from the teacher perspective 

 

7:30a.m.   Everything is ready I just need my students.  I hope 

they all had breakfast and don’t forget their home work.  So 

much to teach them, they are like sponges driving me to guide 

them and let them go as fast as they can I hope I can keep up.  

They are five years old and already learning multiplication facts. 

They love to sound out the words and predict what is going to 

happen next in the story.  Oh little Johnny is upset that he 

didn’t know that word his classmates tell him not to worry he 

will learn, they will help him.  I put a problem on the board 

Suzie puts her hand up to tell me I made a mistake I tell her 

thank you.(did I mean to that or was it a mistake) doesn’t really 

matter I am glad they feel comfortable to let me know when I 

make a mistake intended or not.  I want them to question and 

feel free to make mistakes. That is how we all learn.  Time for 

lunch, I have so much more to share with them.  Where does 

the time go?  It is so invigorating to guide them to learn about 

the world and themselves.  I feel so humbled and empowered 

at the same time to know they all have the world at their finger 

tips and that they are all grasping for it.  They are self regulating 

and monitoring themselves and each other. I have made a 

difference and given them the foundation to success.  Yet there 

is so much more to give and it is already time to go home for 

the students now to plan for tomorrow. 





















Attachment R School Leadership and management team’s job Qualifications 

 

There are 4 individuals who are currently known for the management team, 

Suzette Holt, David Jones, Olga McDaniel and Marcus Calhoun- Lopez.  These are 

not the only positions ALL anticipates needing as the school grows and develops.  

ALL-Hawaii acknowledges the need for local experience and knowledge.    ALL-

Hawaii shall not duplicate the skills that the management team already posses 

but individuals that can add and improve the knowledge and expertise that 

already exists.  ALL anticipates filling these roles with individuals from the local 

community.   ALL-Hawaii sees a need for members for the advisory board and 

other school leadership positions.  ALL-Hawaii wants members that represent the 

neighborhood community, business community, and the greater educational 

community of Hawaii.  The timeline for filling these positions will be determined 

by the progression of the application process and then as ALL-Hawaii’s population 

grows so will its employment needs. 
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